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FOREWORD

"I-.!hyhave a conference on computer chess?" This question was put to
me a number of times on the day and I gave a number of different
answers. This is because any answer must depend on an assessment of
how much I think the person asking the question knows about the
subject. To write this foreword is therefore difficult. I am now
trying to explain to everyone without any of the feedback that 1S

so necessary in conversation and so useful when lecturing.

Let me first kill two myths, both perp~trated by the Lighthill report:-

(i) "It is interesting to consider the result of all this work some
twenty-five years after the researches aimed at chess-playing
programs began: unfortunately these results are discouraging.
The best programs play chess of only 'experienced amateur'
standard characteristic of county club players in England.
Chess masters beat them easily."

The implication here is that the only reason people write chess
programs is to actually play chess and the discouraging result
is that they cannot beat Bobby Fischer. There are other reasons
(some of w~ich are given in these collected papers) and it
seems unfair to define the only encouraging result as a program
that would beat everybody and doubly unfair that nobody 1S

going to get support if that is their declared aim. And the
main reason why? Quite simple, because for the last twenty
years 'results are discouraging' etc.

(ii) Apparently quite considerable resources have been devoted to
producing an effective program. This is rubbishl Until the end
of 1972 there were only two people in this country who had ever
earned a living by writing chess programs. One was John Scott,
who had just left school at the time, and the other was myself
who had just left university. Neither of us cost the country a
great deal, indeed I was employed by a Norwegian-Italian with
an American grant. I agree that our results were discouraging:
John's program did not quite manage to hold its own against
Greenblatt, and my program (written in three months in 1962)
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has now been translated into only six different computer
languages and used as the basis of only eight chess programs
(three in America, four in this country and one in Norway).

My point here is that it is unfair to criticise the results of
a subject that has never been officially supported or funded.
Do not make the error that the Americans or the Russians are
any better off; most of the work done in those countries is by
people who also beg, borrow and steal computer time. David Slate
and Keith Gorlen, co-authors of CHESS 3.5 (the"current champion
program) wrote it in their spare time having failed to obtain
NIH funds.

There are, to my knowledge, only five people at the moment who
are paid to write chess programs. Three of them (Gillogly,
Berliner and Simon) are at Carnegie-Mellon University; Richard
Cichelli at Lehigh, Pa, and 50ei Tan at Edinburgh.

The discouraging results are therefore probably due to low
funding but the fault still lies with the people who would like
to work on computer chess. They rarely give clear reasons (1
include myself) why and how they wish to spend money and time
on the problem. Why don't they?

Well let's hold a conference and get people together. Find out why
and how people want to work on the problem now and in the future.
And the result: most people don't want funds! Instead they would
like more access to their firm's computer (in their own time) and
less persecution from their superiors. Most practitioners like the
idea of meeting other 'amateurs' at a conference; they can compare
notes and size up the opposition. But they still prefer to work on
their own ideas in a small group. In short, the.British want, now
and in the future, to treat.it as a hobby, but a reputable hobby.

So here is an impressive document to enhance the reputation of this
hobby; perhaps it should·be subtitled 'Teach yourself advanced
programming' because most hobbies are concerned with exerc~s~ng
talents and abilities which our normal work does not either
permit or encourage.

This point of view is most common amongst computer scientists who
have tried to pr~gram chess. They will also point out the spin-off
in techniques first tried in a game playing experiment; for example,
hash tables, directed search, alpha-beta cut-off, catalogues.

Despite these very real successes most people actually dabbling in
computer chess (there were 14 people present who had written programs)
are, on the whole, reluctant to commit themselves completely to the
problem. Perhaps, like Einstein, they are happier in the obscurity of
their 'patents' office' where they are not expected to continually
'lay golden eggs'. This is fair enough. But I would like to co-ordinate
some of these labours of love. There are a number of problems and
experiments on which I would appreciate other people's opinions and
1 have described some of them in 'Computer Chess Experiments'. Although
I agree with Soei Tan that the Turing-Shannon model is probably
inadequate I still maintain that it is the only well defined model

..
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that we have and that there are many useful techniques it can be used
to investigate, particularly the refutation (or killer) heuristic.
This is basically the computer scientists' viewpoint but, in my case,
is almost certainly due to the way the subject was first 'imprinted'.
I fully appreciate that other people see computer chess very
differently but I firmly believe that only a computer scientist can
gather together and implement all these different ideas because, ~n
the end, it has got to be tried in a machine and very few people
really know how to program; I do not include Botvinn'ick.

'Iinprinting'?As I !Ilentionedabove I wrote my first chess program
over ten years ago. I was employed to generate a 'list of legal
moves' for any chess position; this generator had to be as fast as
possible because the research was into models of evolution using
symbio-organisms , It was hoped that they would learn to play chess.

At the time we did consider making the program playa game. I again
stress that this was not the main purpose of the research. Without
~eference to any literature we wrote a Turing-Shannon lookahead
(it is a very obvious model) and an evaluation function based ~urely
on.mobility. We spent a whole week on this work and the results were
discouraging, Even we could beat it, let alone chess masters.

At this point in time the fund ran out and, seeing no future in the
subject, I went off to earn a living doing something useful. I was
however left with the naive impression that a chess program could be
built in three separate pieces, namely:-

(a) list legal moves;
(b) lookahead;
(c) evaluation function.

To 'list legal moves' is no 'problem, to write a crude lookahead is
also well defined and trivial but to construct a successful evaluation
function is where it all fouls up. It is a fact that the fe'VTer
heuristics in the evaluation function, the more accurate it is, ie
capture the Black King is exact; material balance much less accurate
and if you worry about pawn structure during search you are looking
for a very inaccurate evaluation.

Berliner says in.his paper that special heuristics (eg 0-0 early in
the game, not moving a piece twice early in the game, advancing pawns
during the endgame) are an admission of defeat: I agree. I have never
tried to construct a sophisticated evaluation; never tried to express
my 'chess knowledge' because the performance becomes extremely
difficult to measure or explain. Indeed, many evaluation functions have
not so much been designed as been created ad hoc, the programmer has
had a 'feeling in his water' and it is impossible to reproduce his
results no matter how closely you read his publications or listen to
him. I must emphasise the point that science is concerned with
repeatable experiments.

I said the problem can be con~idered in three pieces. This is not true
in practice. The crude lookahead is simply unacceptable and, in order
to reduce the tree search time, it is necessary to use an evaluation
function to prune, back up, order and direct this activity (particularly
if alpha-beta cut-off is incorporated) and, even more important, to
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know when to stop searching and when to go deeper. So the results
are discouraging because nobody really knows how to write accurate
evaluation functions. I was, therefore, very interested when I read
Ron Atkin's paper 'Multi-dimensional structure in the game of chess'.
Here was a mathematician who, with lots of squiggly things and some
hard sums, appeared to propound a mathematically reproduceable
evaluation function. The missing link? Unfortunately, I could not
understand it, so why not get him to talk about it? There were other
people who had published work I did not understand, so why not have a
conference? If nothing else I might get some idea of what was going
on.

The SRC and the Atlas Computer Laboratory were almost embarrassingly
helpful (again my impression is that research would be supported if
only people would make a clear and comnlitted case). Not all the
speakers I wanted were available but, despite appearances, there was a
thread in the order of the lectures.

Basically the morning was intended to be hors d'oeuvres. Peter Kent
and I agreed that we would merely set the stage (a) to get a relaxed,
informal atmosphere and (b) to introduce the subject with a simple
working model. We hoped to get people talking and in the right mood
for the main course in the afternoon.

The three principal speakers were therefore Alan Bond on psychology,
Ron Atkin on the multi-dimensioned approach and Soei Tan on knowledge.
Rex Malik very kindly agreed at the last minute to lead a discussion.
I again interpret his remarks as an unconcious appreciation (py
him) that most pe9ple in the audience do.not want the responsibility
of funds but much prefer the subject as a hobby ..

I still believe that successful computer chess will be the first'step
in the ascent of machine intelligence. I make riohypotheses of how
it will be realised but one thing is certain. If you want to practice
and improve your ability to program a computer then the subject is
similar to Fermat's last theorem; you most probably will fail to
produce anything significant but you will learn a hell of a lot about
programming and, incidently, psychology, maths, urban development
models, epistemology, and the theory of evolution.

I have given a short introduction to each paper. I would emphasise
that these are personal observations.
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liThefirst professor ••• said perhaps I might
wonder to see him employed in a project for
improving speculative knowledge by practical
and mechanical operations."

- JONATHAN SWIFT

Gulliver's Travels
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Editor's Note -

Five finger exercises. The ability to program
a computer is a necessary but not sufficient con
dition for producing a successful chess program.
A sound knowledge of modern I/O equipment (parti
'cularly interactive graphics) is also necessary
but the computer scientist is still dependent on
ideas from other fields. Meanwhile he should
practise his art.
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In the lecture I related the sad fates of a number of pioneers in the
field of machine intelligence. These included Raimon Lull, Blaise
·Pascal, Jonathan Swift, the Spanish captain, Charles Babbage and
Alan Turing.

It was to show that,although the fascination of intelligent machinery
has a long history, we still have not, achieved the first significant
step. The analysis and construction of a successful chess machine could
be that step.

One reason for these discouraging results is a lack of co-ordination
between the different groups and disciplines which dabble in the subject.

The computer is the only machine we have to perform experiments ln
machine intelligence in general and chess in particular. It is essential
to have experience of the strengths and weaknesses of these machines.
This is the province of the computer scientist and the necessary
co-ordination must come from computer science.

Science is concerned with the measurement of r-epeatabIe experiments
and application of the results. Computer chess has usually been treated
less rigorous ly, almost an art form, wi th the emphasis on the computer
playing the game and humans gauging its performance.

This paper describes some repeatable experiments for a chess program.
The intent is that programs can and should be assessed without them
actually playing each other. Of course they should play occasionally
but it is an expensive operation and not always conclusive as to which·
is the better chess program.

Handicaps

h'hen two chess programs play each other with time limits invoked then
not only the programs but also the computer/compiler systems are in
competition. Alan Bond raised the question as to whether it is possible
to isolate the programs performance and ultimately give handicaps
to the computer/compilers.
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I published an Algol chess algorithm to solve any two move mate
proble~ (Bell, 1970) and have since received correspondence from
people who have tried it on a number of machines in at least six
languages.

The times' obtained for the different computer/compiler systems to
solve a two move mate and prove it unique (no cooks) have been
interesting. At first I believed that because the algorithm was so
specialised its performance on different systems could only give
comparitive results to within a factor of two or three. In fact the
times for Algol systems agree to within 20% with results obtained by
B Wichman who has used a sophisticat~d technique to compare and
analyse the execution performance of over twenty Algol computer/
compiler systems (see Computer Journal, February 1972).

Because of the good agreement with Wichman it is my belief that the
results for the translations into PL/I and FORTRAN can give handicap
data on the perfol~ance of these and other cOillputer/compilersystems.
Moreover, because the algorithm is table driven and highly language
independent, it can be translated into most computer languages in
a matter of days.

the table below gives the comparable results for six powerful modern
computers and demonstrates the empirical agreement of the algorithm
with Wichman's analyses. The Gibson mix is a measure of the hardware
power of a machine. The lCL Atlas Algol is taken as the standard.

Comparable Results for Six Powerful Hodern Computers

COMPUTER/ALGOL COl'1PILER GIBSON HIX WICIDfAN

lCL Atlas /HKJ 1.0 1.0
B5500 / MKI 0.3 0.5
UNIVAC 1108 / (obsolete) 2.0 1.2
ICL 1906A / XALT MK5 2.5 3.3
CDC 6600 / MKI 4.7 1.1

CHESS .:M..ATE
IN SECS

100
220
90
30

100

The results for other computer/compilers are:-

Atlas Basic
CDC 6600 Basic
IBM 360/195 in FORTRAN H
IBM 360/195 in PL/I

10 seconds
4 seconds
4 seconds
7 seconds

All times are for the problem in (Bell, 1970). The Univac 1108
and CDC Algol compilers have been rewritten; they now have
Wichman figures of 2.3 and 3.0 respectively.
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The effort to implement the algorithm in the various languag~s was:

Algol about 1 man-day
PL/I about 4 man-days
FORTRA~ about 2 man-days
Atlas Basic about 10 man-days
CDC Basic about 10 man-days

From the table we see that, for example, a chess program in Atlas Algol
should be given 100/4=25 times longer to consider a move if we wish
to compare it with a chess program in CDC Basic.

Programs not using the algorithm can be adjusted to solve two move
mates. This will mainly measure their power in listing legal moves
but useful handicaps could result because the conventional program
spends the majority of its time in this activity; philosophical
programs would not be so easy to handicap.

T,vo and three move mate

The algorithm mentioned in the previous section is crude. To obtain
consistent handi caps it should not be altered hem"ever, it is open to
great improvement and it is instructive to discuss the inefficiences
of the algorithm and so introduce a significant programming principle
- the principle of 'refutation'.-

The algorithm is table driven (the most powerful of computer languages).
One important feature is that the 64 squares of the board are not
scanned but an integer array is consulted. This array, 'piece', ccntai.ns
the number of wh i.te (black) men on the board and their actual locations.
For example, in the position

BP

HP

BP BP

BP HP WP

BP BP BP \>IP HP HB

BQ BK BB hTlJ UR HK

then white 'piece' is:

I 9 \1 6 I 71 8 112 115116] 2 I-I 23 138 J
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and black 'piece' is:-

In this problem the mating sequence is:-

WI P-B6
BI BB*P
\.J2 N*B checkmate

but to discover that it is checkmate the program must actually capture
"the king. It does this as follows:-

W2 N*B 'am I checking the king?' (to avoid stalemate).

The list of 'piece' is scanned backwards so it finds the rook check
first. It now continues:-

Black has no further alternatives? at the B2 or the Bl ply so the
problem is solved. The problem introduces the concept of 'refutation
move and/or man', in this case the rook. Gillogly calls this the
'killer heuristic' and shows it to be relevant to actual computer
chess play (Gillogly, 1972).

The solution of the mate problem ean he speeded up. When white
discovered the move R*K at the stalemate check it could have re-ordered
the white 'piece' array thus:-

The rook would now have its moves listed first and in isolation, the
actual capture of the king at W3 can then be detected without listing
the moves of any other white men. But this misses the really important
gain. Black will backtrack to ply HI. Now in this case it does not
have another alternative but normally black would. However the
alternatives are rarely significant and the same refutation move and
man will usually checkmate at move H2.

The fact that the order of white's 'piece' for W3 can be heuristically
optimised from the stalemate check is applicable to the previous plies
BI,W2 and B2. Here is a simple experiment to verify this statement.

Put in a tHO move mate problem. Print white's first move WI and now
print all black's responses BI. Eventually'black will make a move
BIR which refutes HI, the algorithm will cutoff and white .will try
another WI. So we have:-
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Wla
Bla BIb Hlc .......•..BIR
Wlb
Bla' BIb' Blc' HIR
etc

The result of this .exper irnent is that the black move BIR which refutes
the present HI is usually (60%) the same BIR which refuted the
immediately previous WI. Even more significant is tne refutation man
(75%), very often the king who just moves away ,

Let us assume that we modify the algorithm to preserve the refutation
move BIR. Also assume we can check it exists for the next WI in zero
time. This means that the timings given in the previous section can
be reduced by 60% ie 100 seconds becomes 40 seconds. By similar
argument W2 and B2 can have their refutation moves optimised and we
obtain a limit of improvement ~ 93% ie 100 seconds in Atlas Algol
~ould drop to about 7 seconds and basic programs could be less than a
second. A further bonus is that the program is more capable to giving
an 'appreciation' of the problem; reporting white's threats and black's
replies. Unfortunately, the full reduction cannot be realised, one
reason is that we must check if the move BIR still exists for the
next WI etc. The best we can do is to only list the moves of the man
which generated the previous BlR. So we have the foLl.owi.ngf Low r+

Make move WI
List moves of refutation man
Check BIR exists,

yes
I

Apply BIR
Does it refute?

I
yes
I

Next WI move

1
no

no -~ List moves of all other men

J
.•.....-- ·Find ne\1lBIR and optimise man

t
none

I ' .so utl0n

We are now spending most of the time in 'list moves of all other men'.
However the reordering algorithm (previous page) does optimise the
finding of the next ElR. Note that full implementation requires a
different 'piece' array for Bl, W2, B2, stalemate and W3. When a
solution has been found the order of the men in the various 'piece'
arrays will give a further appreciation of the problem by the computer.

Two move mate problems are too short to accurately measure these
improvements. Consequently three move mates have been used to test
them. Preliminary' results indicate that, in Algol on the lCL 1906A,
the time for a two move mate can be reduced from 30 seconds to about
6 seconds, ie 5 times faster, and a three move mate takes about 50
times longer, ie about 5,minutes.

Apart from Gillogly, other people have 'discover"ed' refutation; in
particular Richard Cichelli of Pennsylvania. In that J.1l 'killer'
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or 'refutation' heuristics are similar the above implementation is
the same as Cichelli's and Gillogly's. However the cost effectiveness
of refutation can vary wi.deLy . The HcCarthy-Gillogly killer associates
a particular move \vith a particular position. Gillogly says that this
does not pay for the overheads.

Hy implementation, associating and ordering particular men with the
current area of the-search tree, is much less specific; more hits but
less accurate. Cichelli's \vork is somewhere between these two extremes.

The big failure of my implementation is that when the hoped for
refutation does not exist or fails to work then I list all the moves
of all the remaining men. It would (or should) be more efficient to
only list the moves of the next man in 'piece'. However this will
require a major change to the program.

The fact that'the program will not then immediately check the legality
of the opponent's previous move should not matter. It is prepared to
do so; either the refutation is effective against an illegal move or
the normal cutoff will occur eventually.

Another improvement would be along the lines of COKO III (Cooper
Kozdrowicki, 1973) which concentrates on white moves WI, W2 and W3
that can capture the king ('attack paths') and consequently narrows
the search. This again accelerates the solution of mate problems,
unless Zugzwang is involved.

Evaluation functions

It is in the evaluation function rather than any other part of the
conventional chess program that scientific measurement is most lacking.
Here the programmer must express what he considers to be relevant to
chess; his chess "knowledge ' is programmed into the computer, an
admission of defeat according to (Berliner, 1970). The usual test of
the evaluation function is to play the program.

Here is an experiment. Obtain about 500 positions 1n chess and have
them examined and assessed by a panel of experts. For each position
the panel gives an ordering, from best to worst, of all the moves
~orth consideration, ie the non-Fischer set. This not only allows us
to compare programs without them actually playing but if Fischer would
do the test we can compare champion v human and champion ·.V program.

This is not quite fair. Every time a chess·program has to make a move
it behaves like it has never seen the previous moves (unless it does
something like the reordering of the pieces discussed in the previous
section). Fischer, presented with 500 unconnected positions, would
probably not be as dominant over a computer as when he actually plays
a game.

Note that one does not have to write a complete program to test an
evaluation function. If it is expressed as an algorithm in an
acceptable language, Algol or FORTRAN, there is no reason why this
should not be tested by someone else's well wr i t ten, modular program.
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· 1 t us consider perhaps the simplest evaluation
NoW e "1 d b'l'

Y relevance to chess ~e mater~a an mo ~ ~tyhas an .
ld be a criterion for other funct~ons.

cou

function whi.ch
evaluation. This

(a)
(b)

evaluation function is:-

for a given position list all the captures first (material);
all remaining moves are graded by the resulting mobility ratio,
ie make the move and then calculate (how many moves you have/ how
many moves the opponent has) in the new position.

The

To investigate ho\-] relevant this function is to actual chess play I
took the selected games ot ten chess. masters described in Golombek' 5

book 'The Game Chess', The m(lsters are Anderssen, Horphy, Blackburne,
St:einitz,Tarrasch, Lasker, Cap abLanca, Nimzovitch, Alekhine and Bo twi.nnik .
In the ten games the mas tets were faced vri th 336 positions. Now we
are not going to get full ag reemen t on the opening moves they chose,
nevertheless for 95% of the cases the move chosen by the master was
one of the top 16 moves selected by the simple evaluation function.
Gill1 your chess program do bette't? It not throw it away.

Another feature of this evaluation function is that it appears capable
of di,stinguishing between conventional players and revoIut ionary players.
Conventional players, like Anderssen and Capablanca, are more in
accord with the function than players like Reti and Reshevsky, but
this iS,the province of game theory not game playing.

Is it possible to'prove that a given evaluation function is incapable
of winning against best play? This,is a neglected approach but it
does have possibilities. For exarnple:-

(a) If the program can,capture then do so, .ie like the no-huffing rule
in checkers. It is possible to disprove this algorithm, howe~er
the opponent must offer some important captures to control the
game.

(b) If you always have more moves than your opponent then you must
win. Obviously true? He has no moves when he loses his king but
is stalemate avoidable? Also how long can,white maintain more
moves than black? P-K4 gives white an initial ratio of 30 moves
to black's 20 moves. One unverified result is that white can
maintain a mobility advantage over black for the first 20 moves
from the P-K4 opening. Note that if wh i.te does have a forced w i.n
and there is a limit to retaining the greater mobility then
wh ite I s best play must include a 'mobility gambit'.' How long does
your evaluation function keep ah~ad against all black's responses?

(c) It is not possible to play losing chess by reversing the signs of
parameters in an evaluation function, eg give black the greater
mobili ty? Try playing 'giveaway' checkers; two kings against one
win in either version of the game. Samuel suffered from this
misconception.

Repetition

One of the reasonS chess playing prog'tams have not progressed further
them the. strong amateur level is that they waste time recreating and
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reanalysing exactly the same pos1t10n in the lookahead. This is not
so apparent in gmmes which computers can play at master level: Kalah,
Gomoku and checkers. In these games the pieces (and therefore the
positions) do not usually cycle; the only troublemakers are checker
~ings, relatively rare pieces. This is n6t the case in chess, all
the pieces (as distinct from pawns) can cycle. Humans do not generate
these loops but computers "spend most of their time in pointless
repetition, even in the improved two-move mate algorithm already
discussed.

Consider the chess king. If we look ahead 1,2 and 3 moves we find the
following histq,grams Qf the king's terminal position:-

1 1 I

1 J

I 1 I

---'

I

1 2 3 2 1

2 2 4 2 2

3 4 8. 4 3
I

2 2 4 2 2.-

1 2 3 2 1

II

) 3 6 7 6 3 1

3 6 12 12 12 6 3

6 12 27 27 27 12 6

7 12 27 24 27 12 7

6 12 27 27 27 12 6

3 6 12 12 12 6 3

1 3 6 7 6 3 1

III

I : Total 8 Distinct 8 New 8

II : Total 64 Distinct 25 New 16

III : Total 512 Distinct 49 New 33
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Hake no mistake, a crude program playing the simple K, R v K ending
\-lill generate similar rubbish. Of course the actual path can be
important sometimes; whether castling is still possible and en
passant capture exists.

To quickly check for repetition of a pos1t10n (and hence save
re-evaluation) wou ld apparently be easy on a CDC STAR. The word
length is 64 bits; equivalence of two words containing the two
positions of the chessmen woul.d indicate possible repetition. A closer
check would then be necessary and the immense complications of full
recognition, cataloguing, garbage collection etc become apparent.

Now humans do not appear to work in this way, we know that (HI-BI-H2-B2)
is usually equivalent to (W2-BI-lvl-B2)and do not generate the final
position; we recognise similar paths not similar final positions.

There is no simple answer to this problem, the intent is to spotlight
the time wasted by chess programs in their evaluation and re-evaluation
of positions. It seems that almost any attempt to recognise or suppress
repetition at or before the evaluation level must be highly rewardi.ng
in terms of saving time - but how rewarding?

Here is an experiment. Starting in a corner, how many different ways
can a knight tour the board visiting each square only once and
returrii.ngto the starting square at the 64th move? The answer is not
known but any person attempting to solve it wi Ll quickly realise how
repetitous the knight's path can be. For examp1e:-

5

4

4

3

2

2

1

There are four ways the knight can get to square 5 but all four must
get the same answer from symmetry?

A similar prob lem wh i.ch has been solved might give some indication of
the possible savings. The problem is how many different ways a fly
can crawl round a five-dimensional cube, visiting each corner once
only and returning to the starting Corner at the 32nd move. An
abortive attempt was discussed by Har tiu Gardner in Scientific
American, August 1972. Professor Ronald Read had estimated the solution
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would require ten years by computer. Donald Russell, a computer scientist,
obtained the answer 906,545,760 in five minutes! The trick was to treat
the problem like a game, ie make legal moves with a 32 ply look-ahead
but sirnilarpaths were recognised and ignored. This crude recognition
Of paths resulted in a program running one million times faster than
a qualified estimate. The benefits to chess programs of recognising
equivalence of moves will not be so great but even ten times faster
can be significant -vlhe-nmachines like the CDC STAR, about 100 times
faster than Atlas, become available to chess progrannners.
See Tan's paper for other ways of approaching this problem.

Unscientific myths

A dangerous myth has ar~sen from the fact that chess was designed by
humans to be used by humans. Examples of this myth are statements
like:-

'Chess is a paradigm of human mind'.
'Master play wi ll, require a program "modelled on human thought
processes" '.
'The program must "make use of essentially the same methods as
those used by menu '. (Homen's Lib: Please contact I J Good).

'The program must be given uchess knowledge" '.

Such statements have a polarising effect on research. It allows
philosophers, phsychologists, geneticists, chess mast~rs etc to waste
hours of machine time and then pronounce on the problem as too
difficult. Computer scientists rarely have the opportunity, yet.
surely the less information a good program requires from us to attempt
a problem the quicker and better it can attempt 'a variety of problems.
It involves us with less work and eliminates misconceptions on our
part, allowing the computer more freedom and efficiency to do its own
thing, ie mini-max, alpha-bata and refutation. It seems obvious that
if we concentrate more on programming technique and produce a chess
program wh i.chonly 'knows" legal moves and only plays to master level
then this is more useful and adaptable than a highly specialised chess
model which could play at a higher international master level with
the high probability that we still could not understand how it
worked.

But to return to the computer doing 'it's own thing' with a human
activity. Consider the Morse code. Like chess it was invented by a
human for humans to use, surely this must have 'some effect on how a
computer should handle Horse code?

It is rov experience that non-professional people who (claim to) know
Morse code do so in a variety of inefficient visual and phonetic
mnemonics. Professional Horse 'coders and Bobby Fischer are not included;
people whose expertise has developed to such sub-concious levels that
they are no longer aware of how they do it. Laymen, confronted by the
laborious virtuosity of the non-professionals, are impressed; obviously
the problem is difficult. You may suffer from this impression. Here is
an experiment. How long wou Id-it take you to learn Horse code? Define
learn as a permanent memory of how to decode a Horse ruessage written
on paper; speed is not important. If a person knows binary, ie.'thinks'
like a computer then the answer is about five minutes. Hopefully, you
are surprised. A human activity can be learnt and applied more
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effectively by hum<1ns if they behave like a computer. Haybe aircraft
do not have to flap their wings either.

Here is a pseudo Algol program to decipher Horse code, the input 1.S

assumed to be·a bar C-), a dot C.) or a space ( ) to delimit the
lettcrs:-

N:=O;
A: if its a dot then N:=2*N+l else

if its a bar then N:=2*N+2 else

print and clear (letter [NJ );
.f.otoA;

The ~rray letter [1:2S]'contains the following sequence

ETIAt'l"HSURHDKGOHVFL PJBXCYZQ

which a human must commit to li1emory.This is possible in five minutes
but it is left to the reader to see how the algorithm works , A final
wo rd on paradigms:

Conclusion

The previous sections have discussed some repeatable experiments. They
are illustrations of how a limited but more scientific approach to
chess progrmns could be made and are intended more as stimulating examples
in advanced pr ograraming than expe ri.ments to be slavishly emulated.

Computer chess is a rich field of research for programming technique,
games have been the original test bed of many important developments
eg hash tables, alpha-beta cutoff, pattern recognition, Hand N" procedure,
information retrieval studies. It is important to measure and report
the efficiency of new techniques.

In this Hay we could approach, step by measured step, a master chess
model. In the meantime the techniques that are developed must be a
valuable fallout, far more important than knowing if white does have
a forced win.

Finally a word of encouragement. Compared to the man-decades that have
been spent on developing computer languages He have only spent a
few man+years.on chess programs. Lord Rutherford once wrote to Niels
Bohr that Iyou cannot expect to solve the whole problem of modern
physics in a feH years. So be cheerful over the fact that there is
still a great deal to do. I
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A S IMP L E W 0 R KIN G MOD E L

by

P Kent Atlas Computer Laboratory
Science Research Council

Chilton
Didcot
'Berkshire
OXII OQY

"And take man's vaunted power of calculation.
Have we not engines wh ich can,do all manner
of sums more quickly and correctly than we can?
In fact, wher ever precision is required man
flies to the machine at once, as far preferable
to himself."

- SAMUEL BUTLER
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Editor's Note -

A very simple working 'model. The program is
~eliberat~ly constrained to answer within a few
seconds and the chosen move is computed almost
entirely from a shallow search and evaluation
'function based on threat and counter threat to
pieces and squares.

By limiting tQe depth of search to two plies it
is easier to understand why an evaluation func
tion contains' insufficient "chess knowledge".
There appears'to be little proof that deeper
searching must necessarily improve performance.

However the paper is mainly intended to intro
duce the classic Turing-Shannon model.
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The program I am going to describe 1S based on the '2 move mate'
problem solving progrmn written by A G Bell (Bell, 1970).

As this has been published in the Computer Journal I 'Hill not describe
the move generating routine but will instead describe the development
of the position evaluation function and some of the problems encountered
during that development. The program is written entirely in Algol,
originally for the Atlas Computer. It is probably the only program to
have been moved from one machine to another machine in a different language.

Initially the program based its evaluation solely on the number of
moves available to each side. The greater the difference in the number
of moves available to one side over the other, the better the position.
This evaluation function has been suggested before, and although it
works surprisingly well, it does have a number of faults:- .

(i) No value is given to an undeveloped piece, such as a rook, 1n
the early part of a game.

(ii) The queen tends to be developed far too soon. (Unless one uses
a library of openings this problem is very difficult to over
come.) The value of keeping the queen in reserve for a few moves
is something that is learned by experience and cannot easily be
programmed 1n.

To overcome the problem of evaluating undeveloped pieces, it was
necessary to take account of tHO separate values for each p1.ece on
the board.

First its immediate value (which depended on its position) and second
its potential value (\-Thichusually remained constant· throughout the
game). This potential value is related to the expected mean value of
the squares controlled throughout a game. These potential values are
approximately in the ratio P=I: N=3: B=3: R=5: Q=9.

The number of moves available to each side had initially been adopted
as the evaluation because of its ease of computation.
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Although it had worked surprisingly well there did not seem to be any
logical reason why it should.

One did not .need a lot of moves, one good one was all that was necessary,
and a choice of 50 moves was little more likely to provide this than
a choice of 25.

I then realised that there was a close correlation between the number
of moves available and the number of squares threatened.

I therefore mod.ified the program to compute the number of squares
controlled. A .square is considered to be controlled if one has more
threats to that square than the opponent. One should also take
account of the value of the pieces threatening a square. A pawn would
for example have more effective control than a queen. Strictly speaking
a square is only controlled if, during a complete sequence of swaps on
that square, the difference in the total value of the pieces swapped
off is never negative.

To speed the program up, I evaluated all positions one ply deep,
selected the 'best' six or so, re-ordered these so that the 'best'
were tried first and then looked one ply deeper, using alpha-beta cutoff
to avoid unnecessary work (Samuel, 1967). To get the effect of a deeper
look ahead while minimizing the extra computing time, I gave a value for
threats to pieces~ If I had just moved, the values of the threats were
as follows. All threats to my pieces were worth half the value of the
pieces to my opponent, and all threats to my opponent's pieces were
worth one third of the value of the pieces to me.

I tried several values for these threats between one and one quarter
of the piece values but half and one third seemed most reasonable.

Essentially, the value is based on the likelihood of a capture. If we
have one piece en prise, one move may save it, but if we have two pieces
en prise, we are unlikely to be able to save them both or capture their
equivalent value.

All these threats 'could be computed quite cheaply from t,YOarrays
containing the number of threats I had on each square of the board and
the number of threats my opponent had. At this point the program
captured if you gave it the chance, moved a piece if threatened, but
generally displayed no imagination.

The computer operators used to play the program at night and Hrite
sarcastic comments on the output after winning in 15 or so moves.

I then decided to try building some sort of strategy into the program
by giving the squares different values. Initially the ratios Here
3 for the central four squares, 2 for the next ring of tHelve and 1 for
all the remainder.

The next night the best player among the operators tried playing the
program, expecting to w i,n with his usual ease. The program opened with
the rather aggressive if unsound Blackmar gambit:-

1. P-Q4, P-Q4
2. P-K4, pi.p
3. N-QB3.
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First Winning Game (B1ackmar gambit)

W (Atlas) B (C.H.)

-
1• P-Q4 P-Q4

2. P-K41? p*p

3. N-QB3 N-KB3

4. B-KN5 N-KNS

5. B-QN5ch P-QB3

~~ ~:8~~ Q-I\J3
N-Q2

7. Q*N Q":QP?

8. Q-KB5 Q*B

9. 0-0-0 P-K3

10. Q-KN5 P-KB3

11. Q-QR5 P-QN3

12. Q-KR5ch P-KN3

13. Q-KR3 P-K4

14. P-QN3 B-QR6ch

15. K-QNl· Q*N?

16. Q*Q P:J:B

17. Q*QBP R-QNt

18. Q-QB7 0-0

19. R-Q5 P-K6

20. N-KB3 p*p

21. R-QI R-Kl

22. P-QN4 B-QN2?

23• R*N B*N.
24. P*B QR-QBI

25. Q-QN7 R-K8?

26. Q*Rch R-KI

27. Q*R MATE . .
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It then proceeded to develop all its pieces fairly rapidly~ castled
queen side, Cloubled its rooks on the open queen file and stormed down
the board using both rooks and the queen, ending the game with a check
mate by its queen on the 8th rank and its rook on the 7th. The comment
on the output was 'well it seems to work now'. It is true that the
player had made several errors during the game, such as giving pieces
away~ but prior to this modification he had always been able to
recover such losses wikh little difficulty. For the first time the
program seemed to have developed a purpose.

From then on the operators played more carefully and demonstrated a
number of Heaknesses in the program. Some are not easy to overcome.
There was a very definite inability to cope wi th advancing pawns , no
danger Has seen unti 1 the pawn reached the 7th rank and was about to
queen, at Hhich point it could Hell be too late. To overcome this
problem I created new tables for bI ack and white to give the value of
a pawn, and the value of a threat to a pawn, on any snuar e of the
board. These values increased as the pawn advanced. This encouraged
the program to move up its own pawns and to attack its opponent's
advanced pawns. One could also fiddle the table to force the program
to open in a particular way. For example, by giving the pawn in QB2
a large negative value one could force it to use the English opening
P-QB4, one that it woul d not normally value very highly, in spite of
what; Petrosian or Spassky might think.

Another problenl more difficult to overcome is the classic failure of
searching to a fixed depth (Turing, 1953). If the program finds a
potentially bad position at the full depth of its search, it cannot
search deeper for a refutation and can only search wider , If, as in
my program~ the width of search is also limited, it is often unable
to find a sensible reply. '

As a result it adopts a policy of 'sufficient 'unto the move is the
evil thereof' and uill do anything to avoid the 'fatal' move. The
program wi Ll put off the apparently fatal move by an irrelevant check
or an attack on a queen, even if the checking piece can be taken and
the original threat remains. A good example of this occurred before
the advancing pawn problem 'vas corrected. The program (white) had a
won game but its opponent had pushed a pawn through to the seventh
rank to reach the f oLl.ow i.n g position after move 24 .

BLACK
.

K N

p p P- - -
N

P P

P P

P oK P P P-
I R 1

YlHITE



The program cont.inued:-

25.
26.
27.
28.

R.;~Nch
N*Pch
N-Q6
P-N4

K-K2
P,':N
P-N8=Q

This ridiculous cou t i.nuati.onwas simp ly due to the fact that the move
R-KNI was not placed in the top few moves when evaluated at level I.
After all to do so the program •.}QuId have to give up a threat on a
knight for one on a pawn, and also give up contro] of an entire central
file for control of the K~J2 square. Hith the complete queen's file open
there were far too many other moves worth considering first, eg:-

R*Nch
R-Q5
R-Q7

or even:-

R-Q4
R-Q6

and N~:P fills up the buffer of six moves. Hith no sensible move in
the buffer it could only put off the fatal pawn queening move and hence
lost a wi.nni.ngposition. This problem ·of searching to fixed depth can
also arise with irrelevant threats to the king or queen by pieces that
can be easily captured or avoided.

The program tends to give castling a rather Low priority unless the
king is vulnerable or the rook's new f i le is 81ready open. Know ine
that castling is potentially·a good move, I have had to encourage· it
by adding a number of point~ for this move.

To summarize the present position. The program evaluates all the
positions on the first ply, selects the best n, orders these n moves
and then evaluates at the second ply using alpha-beta cutoff. The
position evaluation function uses the following factors:-

K Q R B N

My Threats

90

90

324

162

108

180

90

60

108

54

36

90

51

34

Piece Value

Your Threats

Square Values 4 Centre 22

12 Next 12

48 Others 6

cf (Berliner, 1970)
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Pawn Tables

Rank 2 3 4 5 6 7

Q Pawn 36 36 36 48 54 66

K Pawn 24 36 36 48 54 66

QB Pawn 4 18 18 30 48 66

The Rest 18 18 18 30 48 66

Your Pawn Threats

Rank 2 3 4 5 6 7

Q Pawn 18 18 18 24 27 33

K Pawn 12 18 18 24 27 33

The Rest 9 9 9 15 24 33

My Pawn Threats

Rank 2 3 4 5 6 7

Q Pawn 12 12 12 .16 18 22

K Pawn 8 12 12 16 18 22

The Rest 6 6 6 10 16 22

Also

Your EP pawn threat = 9
My EP pawn threat = 6
castling = 25
stalemate value = 0
checkmate value = 10000

Testing the move selector

In order to test the move selection and ordering routine, I collected
statistics on over 100 positions.

I take the move selected at level 2 and find what its position is in
the complete ordered list at level 1. If the selection is good all
the best moves at level 2 should be near the top of the list at
level 1. The results were as follows:-
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Position No of Occurrences Cumulative %

]

2
3'
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 ]
]2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

40
24
]2
11
16
4
o
4
1
1
o
o
3
J

2

32.8
52.5
62.3
71.3
84.4
87.7
87:7
91.0
91.8
92.6
92.6
92.6
95.1
95.9
95.9
95.9
95.9
95.9
95.9
95.9
97.5
97.5
97.5
99.1
100

2
1

Thus over 90% of the f{Iialmoves appear in the first ei.ghtselected
at level 1. This seems quite a good distribution of selections if it
were not for the long tail.

One would like to be able to cut off the search at wi.dth eight but
some key moves occasionally occur much further down the ordered list,
the worst example was a mating move that was listed as 24th at the
first level.

One can see that while the move selector is reasonable most of the
time, there are certain positions where it goes completely haywire
for no apparent reason. It will also at times find the right move for
the wrong reason. Alex Bell asked me to try it out on an opening trap,
namely the Blackburne shilling game:-

I. P-K4· P-K4
2. N-KB3 N-QB3
3. B-B4 N"'Q5

does it .play 4. N*P accepting the offer of a free pawn?

4. Q-N4
5. N*BP?

forking the queen and rook but

5. Q'~NP
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which is a win for black.
In fact it p1ayed:-

because of several moves that it considered potentially dangerous to
its maximum depth of search, particularly N*Pch?

If we now force it to-the-position after 4..N1:P?, Q-N4; it does not
play 5. N*BP? 'but 5" B*Pch, because the check puts off several
potentially dangerous moves'such as N*Pch? or Q*Pch? or even Q*NPI
(but that was about 4th). .

So the programs sometimes finds the best move or avoids the worst move
for totally the wrong reasons. This odd behaviour is due in part to
the shallow fixed depth of search. But searching deeper is not going
to cure the problem, only hide it from v iew, The erroneous position
evaluations will take place deeper in the search tree where their
effect cannot be easily observed. It is a mistake to use deep
searching too soon in a program's development. The position evaluation
function and move selection really need to be very well developed
and understood before attempting deep searching.

Running the program

Finally another sample game to show how moves are input:-

Octal Input
W{1906A) B (Black)

1. P-K4 P-K4 6444
2. N-KB3 N-QB3 7152
3. B-N5 P-QR3 6050
4. B-Q3' N-KB3 7655
5'- 0-0 B-B4, 7542
6. N-B3 0-0 00
7. K-Rl P-Q4 6343
8. p*p N'<CP 5543
9. Q-Kl B-Q37 4253

10. N*N R-Kl 7574
11. Q-K4 N-Q5 5233
12. Q*Pch K-Bl 7675
13. Q-R8 mate
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To play the computer we use an octal notation for input:-

7 - -

-
,

--

.-

p p P P P P P Po-
R N B Q K B N R

BLACK

HHITE

Thus P-K4 for wh ite is 1434, you may also put in 14 34, spaces are
ignored. + means it is waiting for your input. If you input the
character @ the present position of the board is output. If you wish
to castle, it Hill accept 00 or 000. If you get a pawn to the 8th
rank it will ask what you want. Input N, B, !lor Q; anything else and
it will assume Q. lt aIways 0 turns its own pawns into a queen. If the
character + is input after the move, eg 1434+, the program will make
the move without checking it. It will then type out:-

HOVE ACCEPTED
YOUR HOVE
+

6

5

4

3

2

a

a 42 5 63 7

and wa i.t for further input. This is useful for setting up board
positions for te~ting purposes. Input an A to finish the game and then
type in QU to quit the chess macro, The program is started by typing
CHIWN or CERUN E, in the latter case the program plays black.

Recent developments

A number of improvements have been made to the program s~nce the
conference. Several people have noted that the program often achieves
its primary aim of controlling the centre squares ·of the board but
then fails to capitalise on its position. This has been corrected by
setting up a new array wh ich .lists all the squares surrounding the
two kings.

Initially, an extra 6 point 'king bias' is awarded for control of each
of these squares. An extra point is added to the king bias on each
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move from the JOth to the 22nd. Thus after 22 moves J8 extra points
are awarded for control of these squares. In addition, from the 10th
move, all squares having a value greater than 6 are reduced in value
by one point per move until all squares ~ave the value 6.

It has been stated (Zobrist and Carlson, 1973) that it is diffi~ult
to include.new chess concepts in a conventional chess program.
Several of the concepts mentioned in Zobrist's paper have now been
implemented wi th little effort by adding extra tables of piece value
to the program.

The value of.a knight is now read from a table. It has the value 85
at the edge of the board and 90 elsewhere. This not only discourages
the program from moving its knights to the edges but also encourages
it to develop its knights from their initial squares. A bishop table
gives 95 points for a bishop in its initial position .and 108 in all
other positions. This encourages early development of the bishops
A queen table gives 350 points for a queen in its initial square and
324 elsewhere. This discourages early development of the queen. After
10 moves all~lues in the bishop table are set to 108 and all those
in the queen's table to 324.

The program was translated into PLjl and all the above modifications
included, in about six weeks of spare time programming by John
Birmingham of AEP.E, Harwell. He has also modified it to search three
plies deep, ie one more ply.

At present it uses the unsound centre counter defense I. P-K4 P-Q4
and also tends to attack its opponent's undeveloped queen with an
undeveloped bishop. These problems can be overcome by suitable
modification to the tables.

The program now plays a far better game, both 2-ply and 3-ply verSlons.
The change from central control to attacking the king is very
noticeable. It defends well and if the position becomes complicated
it takes level swaps (or bette0 until it can detect no further threats.
Once a dead position is reached it moves all free men to attack squares
round its opponent's king. It does not as yet test for a draw by
repetition and as a consequence has drawn several won games.

On occasion it has played very good end games, queening its own pawns
and preventing the queening of its opponent's pawns by long sequences
of pins and checks. However if a pawn is still on its initial square
in the end game there is no incentive to advance it because the value of
all the squares is now reduced to 6 and the value of a pawn does not
start to increase until It reaches the 5th rank. This can be corrected
easily by modifying the pawn tables to give sma ll increases in value
on the 3rd and 4th rank.

FUTURE DEVELOP}!ENTS

The existing program uses the alpha-beta cutof f technique to speed up
tree searching. This is most effective uhen the moves are ordered so
that the mos~ likely cutoff.moves are examined first. The moves are
already ordered at the hieher levels of th~ look ahead tree, but so
far no attempt has been made to order the moves at the deepest level
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of search as -this would require a prior knowledge of the value of
each move.

A method of performing this ordering has now been proposed. It is based
on the idea that a re£utation for one of your opponent's best moves is
likelv to be a refutation for most of his following moves (see Computer
Ches; Experiments)~

The algorithm (known as the 'killer heuristic') wi ll,' operate as
follows: -

(i) List and evaluate all replies to the first move at (full search
depth - 1). Re-order the men. i.n the mUTEPIECE or BLACKPIECE
array so that men having a good reply are examined first.

(ii) Order the moves for each man and use this information to re-order
the tables used in computing each man's move, so that preferred
directions are examined first.

(iii) Modify LISTMOVES so that the moves of each man are generated and
evaluated separately. This will avoid unnecessary work listing
moves that are never examined •

•
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p S Y C H 0 LOG Y AND COM PUT E R C H E S S

by

A H Bond Queen Mary College
University of London
Hile End Road
London
E1 4NS

"If you know the enemy and know yourself you
need not fear the result of a hundred battles.
If you know; yourself but not the enemy, for
every victory you will suffer a defeat. If
you know neither you will always be beaten.1f

- GE}ffiRALSAN-TZU
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Editor's Note -

It is mainly due to Alan Bond's interest in psy
chology and his enthusiasm in communicating that
interest that I have become convinced that any
one who wants to write a successful chess program
must "know the enemy". Unfortunately, due to
other commitments, Dr Bond has been unable to
describe investigations of the "enemy" and his
"methods" to the extent that I think the subject
deserves.

I have spent many hours discussing the problem
with him and, by and large, we agree upon what we
disagree upon~ I have ther~fore included a very
short resume of his talk but have taken the
liberty of expanding on the subject, not as dogma
but for contrast.

I would like to acknow ledge the DESCRIPTOR INDEX
and REFERENCES he has provided.
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Introduction

The fraction of workers who believe that the study of human
behaviour can illuminate the study of "pure" artificial intelligence
is disturbingly low, probably less than one third. As a member of
this fraction I ~end to picture the relationship between AI and
cognitive psychology as one of mutual benefit particularly if the
subject is chess.

The main illumination that cognitive psychology can suppy to AI is
in providing ideas. There is no doubt that ideas are now needed
for a successful chess machine; psychology has used the game for
decades as a standard task environment.

The results of such work should be studied more. Apart from
helping to produce chess machine ideas such studies have given.us
concepts and mechanisms which help us to pose interesting problems
about intelligence in general.

Motivation

As motivation for this talk let me caricature an idea from Simon's
liTheSciences of the Artificial". It is,that since an adaptive
machine adapts to its environment, it will in general incorporate
an efficient adaptation provided the requirements of this new state
do not violate any natural contraints such as speed or storage of
the machine ..

Thus when a machine is well adapted to its environment and
operating within its limitations, its behaviour will be the Same as
all other optimally adapted machines and will be principally a
property of the environment and not the machine. Only when
operating near their limitations do the machines differ.

If we assume that the best human information processing in the
environment of chess problems is almost perf ect , then we may
postulate that the human mechanism is the most efficient in the
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sense of being the best adapted. Hence the most efficient chess
program must behave like a human.

I believe that support for this argument exists in that changes in
recent chess programs brought about for efficiency's sake have been
changes towards human behaviour.

Furthermore the key to efficiency seems to rest in the acquisition
and use of miscellaneous information about the chess position which
in turn rests upon the flexible description of information. Humans
are demonstrably impressive at extr~cting and using information in
a flexible way in the chess environment.

Experimental Methods

Turning now to wha t is known of human behaviour in chess situations
we find the subject in its infancy. Humanemethods to study human
information processi.ng must necessarily be rather indirect. \vedo
not however need to go to the extremely behaviourist position and
exclude introspective reports. Verbal reports from a subject are,
after all, data and by definition true. \\lhetherthere is a
simple relationship between this data and the information processes
under study is another matter. I dO not know of any model of the
verbalisation process.

The methods used then are mainly two, both verbalisation. They are
introspection and thinking aloud.

An introspective verbalisation is done after the process to be
investigated has taken place and consists of the subject's
description of what he thinks he thought. It ~ay include accounts
of moving images, intuitions, etc. Introspection was used a lot
until about 1920 when it fell into disuse.

Thinking aloud was used as a technique first by Duncker in 1935 and
is just what it says, namely the subject talRs whilst he is solving
the problem. This must interfere to some extent with his thinking,
probably inhibiting the non-verbal processes and enhancing the
rationalisation processes. The relationship of the verbal report
to the total information processing activity is unclear. However
most workers accept it as a rough indication of partial contents and
order of the thoughts described.

One usually studies a subject's behaviour on a choice of move
problem in chess, ie one does not study a complete game but instead
gives the subject a chess position and asks him to'play just the
next move. Usually the position is taken from a game but not one
played by the subject. However in one study (Hagner, 1971) asubject
played a game and in one position verbalised his thought in
choosing the next move. The behaviour observed was similar to that
in the artificial positions.
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Another experimental method that has been used 1n the study of
human perception of the chess board is the eye movement camera
Hhich produces a film showing the point on the board on which the
eyes are fixed at any moment.

Summary of Chess Studies

The earliest 'study Has by the great psychologist Binet who, in 1893
(reprinted 1966), studied introspective reports of blindfold chess
players. Hi~ paper remains a classic.

Cleveland (1907) made some remarks on the stages of learning chess,
based on reports by players. The.main work on chess was done 1n
the war period 1939-45 by De Groot and is presented at length 1n
his book. De Groot is still professor in Amsterdam and has
~ursued his 'thinking aloud' method and the study of thought. More
recent remarks by him are 1n (De Groot, 1967). His book ends with
Some illuminating remarks on chess playing programs and there is
also a separate paper (De Groot, 1964).

Following De Groot a detailed analysis of exploratory processes 1n
chess was made by Newell and Simon (1965) and this work is
described in their book (1972). An independent study of their
findings was undertaken by Wagner and Scurrali (1971).

Recent work on eye movements has been done by De Groot and his
student Jongman in (De Groot, 1966) and (Jongman, 1966) and by the
Russians Tikhomirov and Poznyanskaya (1966).

Simon and Barenfield (1969} tried to explain some perceptual
phenomena as coding processes into "chunksll (see next section -
Editorial Extension) and Chase and Simon (1972, 1973) tried to
establish the existence of and identify some of the perceptual
"chunksll by further experiments, particularly the technique of
board reconstruction.
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Editorial Extension - A G Bell

The following repeatable results have been obtained by psychologists
studying chess players.

(1) From the experimental methods of introspection and thinking
aloud used by De Groot it was not possible to distinguish the
grandmaster from an ordinary player the number of moves
examined ii the same (usually 2 or 3) per position; the
depth and apparent speed of search differs only slightly.

Obviously the grandmaster must be able to select stronger
moves for his consideration. How does he do this is the key
question.

(2) Dc Groot repeated and extended a classic experiment first
performed by the Russians. He verified that it is possible to
distinguish the master from the amateur by briefly displaying,
for about 5 seconds, positions from master play. Grandmasters
can reproduce such positions almost perfectly, amateurs can
replace only one third of the pieces on average.

(3) If the chess positions displayed are random - the pieces are
placed haphazardly then again performance becomes
indistinguishable. Most people can only replace about one
sixth of the pieces irrespective of their chess skill.

The conclusion drawn from these experiments is that chess
skill cannot be detected from observing the search process but
can be detected by pattern recognition ability.

(4) The recogm t i.on and reconstruction of a position is done from
short term memory. G A Hiller, in a famous article "The
magical number seven, plus or minus twc'", proposed a short
term memory model w i th a capacity of about seven "chunks".
The master player must be able to recognise a meaningful
position by describing it in about seven chunks, ie for about
twenty pieces recalled he must have about three pieces per
clunk. We can partially explain the remarkable ability of
chess masters to reconstruct positions by them possessing an
enormous repertoire (vocabulary) of familiar patterns (chunks)
any seven of ,.hich can be put together to reproduce what he
has seen.

(5) Experiments have been performed to find how many "chunks" a
master player possesses and try to isolate some of them. It
appears that a chess master can recognise about 100,000
different clusters of pieceS. Here is one 6f them
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BR BK
,

BP BB TIP

EP

--

(Also the most likely
position these pieces will
occupy at the 21st move 1n
a master chess game)

This is a very familiar pattern to the master player. The
fact that it is familiar can be verified by eye movement
experiments, Hhere it can be shown that the master hardly (if
at all) fixates on any of these pieces. His peripheral
vision informs him about a pattern he has seen thousands of
times before, he does not need to look at it closely.

(6) The chess chunks (words) in a master's vocabulary can be
isolated more convincingly by,timing and observing the order
in which the master reproduces a position he can see upon
another board. The subject indicates (unconsciously) the end
of one chunk and 'the start of another by turning his head. 'If,
the first board is not displayed continuouslY then any pauses
in the reconstruction process can also be i.nf erred to be inter
chunk boundaries.

And so a partial understanding of the processes that expert chess
players use when choosing a move has been obtained. At first
sight hOHever it does not appear to be of much use to the computer
scientist for the following two reasons.

Firstly, the acquisition of a vocabulary of 100,000 patterns takes
a human at least six solid years staring at chess positions in
games he is playing against experts.

Secondly, even if we could identify and input many of these
patterns, how does any combination of seven of them suggest
plausible, strong moves to the master player?

Quite obviously chess knowledge is not going to be acquired by a
computer in the same, inefficient way a human acquires it. The
belief that the program must "make use of essentially the same
methods as those used by--men" seems fatuous because human methods
derive from practice thousands of hours of practice with an
inbuilt limitation of a seven "chunk" short-term memory apparently
playing an important role.
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However what may
chess program is
of the "enemy".

be usefully derived from this work in terms of a
that we may have discovered some of the weaknesses
l.;remay now be able to "j am" his system.

Let's assume we can identify and input many of the chess "chunks".
The program now tries to produce positions or situations which
require more than seven chunks to be rccognised and described
providing its normal evaluation function (however derived) is not
too seriou~ly violated. Tbis might seriously impair the human's
ability to have strong moves suggested to him.

\-n1ethersuch an approach is possible or not, the point I am trying
to make is that there appears little proof that humans are
particularly efficient at chess. If it were so, then I would agree
that a program wou ld have to simulate very exactly the human
behaviour at the time of playing, but the limitation of seven·
chunks in the short-term memory could imply that the best humans
are operating near the human limitation and therefore a successful
chess machine need not be a "paradigm of the human mind" .

.'
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Edi tor's Note ._

Should be read in conjunction with (Atkin, 1972).
The emphasis is no longer on tree searching, posi
tion evaluation is done mathematically and should
be repeatable.

At present the program considers each legal move by
white and then examines the consequent changes
(increases) in (only) seven features. It then
sums the scores under these seven headings to give
an overall positional score for the move.

Atkin states that there is great scope for improve
ment particularly if chess masters can be persuaded
to help in the research.

\
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1.0 Introduction

we examine the game of chess by looking at an

important relation which exists between the pieces and

the squares, and which embodies the moves allowed to

the former. This relation is mathematically equivalent

to a simplicial complex which, in its turn, possesses a

53geometrical representation in the euclidean space E •

It is therefore possible to interpret the course of a

game of chess as tlleexpansion and contraction of two

geometrical structures (one for White and the other for

Black) in this multi-dimen~ional space[l]. This seems to

provide us with a natural language with which to discuss

the accepted positional theories in chess. It is also

particularly well suited to expression in a computer

language, and we illustrate this aspect by demonstrating

some typical analysis in specific situations.

Finally we try to indicate the potential richness of

this structural language and to suggest various lines of

research wb.icl: might be proli tabfe in the broader context

of board games pl~yed by computers.
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1.1 The relations r , rB
to!

Let h' c {Iv. ; i ."l, 2, ... l6} be the set of /'Ihite men ,~

and S = {S ,i j := 1, 2, ... 64} be the set of squares on the board.
J

Then we define the rcl;;.tion rwc f-l x S in the EoLLow inq ,,'aye

Defini tion: w . "attacks" S .•~ )
By

"attacks" we mean that one of the'following holds true:

(a) if it is Nhite's move, and 1'10 is a piece (not the~

king or a pawn), then "w. moves to square S."~ J

is a legal movei

(b) if Wi is a pawn then Sj is a "capturing square"

for W 0;~

(c) if there is a White man, Wk (k 'I.i),on Sj then

W. is protecting "x: in the ordinary sense of~

chess-players' parlance;

(d) if Wi is t1leWhite king mK) then Sj is an immediate

neighbour to the square occupied by W., horizontally,~

vertically, or diagonally;

(e) if S. contains a Black man, Bk (r! BX), and if it is
J

f-lhite's move, then "w. captures B " is a legal move;~ k

(f) the BX is on S. and is in check to W .•
J ~

We notice that, under (a), the empty square in front of a

palm is not related to that palm via r·. Also we notice that if W. isr·! ~
on square Sj then (fli'Sj) ¢ r,/ a piece cannot defend itself. These
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points are not crucial to our discussion - which primarily illustrates a

method of attacking the,problem.

It is clear that there is another relation between tv and S

which cannot be ignored, viz., _that xel.atiion which tells us on

which squares the menare to be found. But this relation is

actually a mathematical mapping,

pos: W + 5

and therefore possesses a trivial structure (c.f. section 1.2).

We now have the two relations rwc W x 5 and rB C B x 5,

one for each player. When the d1fference is irrelevant we shall

denote either by r. As a further point of detail, relevant in

discussion of specific cases, we shall othe~~se denote the

members of S by their accepted algebraic notation aI, •••, hO (in

the order of 1, ••• 64) and we shall denote the members of W by

the obvious

WOR, WON, WOB, WO, NK, wx», WKN, WKR, WORP, ••• f"lJeRP

in the order 1, •••16, with a similar notation for D.

1.2 rw defines t~"osimplicial complexes

If there =: at least one fiisuch th..:t(P+l) squares Sa/

r f':I 1, ••• (P+l), are rw-.relatcd to Wi" ~e say that these 5'5 constitute
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a p-slmplex (one o:tvbase names is Wi)' and denote it by

that

(], sop

AllY subset of these (p+l) S's is calLed a face of this p-eimpl.ex,

and is nt-simplex (t ~ p) in its own right. It follows tiJat the

relation rw can be described as a collection of p-simplices,

for various values of p. Such a collection (closed under the

relation " - is a face of +:") is called II simplicial complex

(a "complex" of c.implices) and is denoted by Kw(S; r,';,

This notation is used to suggest thut the set S plays a

special role - in terms of which the simplices Wi.are defined. This

set S is usually referred to as the vertex set. When rw is

understood we can abbreviate the notation to KW{S); then

KW(S) ~ {p-simplices; 0, p , N}

where p - 0 corres~nds to·O-simplices of tJle form (Sa)' and where

N is the maximum value of any p in this collection. The value of

P is called the dimension of the p-s impl.ex tv , section 1.3) h'hilst

N is called the dimension of the complex/ N - dim K.

We notice too that rw may be such that some squares Sj are not

.vertices c~ any simplex Wi' not being "attacked" by' any of White'S

men.

. -1
Dut we also notice tlw.t rw possesses an inverse relation rw

. r -1(which relates 51 to a set of W ) - the incidence matrix ofj . W
being
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the transpose of that of rl,. This relation therefore defines a

simplicial complex

referred to tIS conju~ate to Kw(S}. In Ks(W) the vertex set is W

w/lilst eacli 51 (in rw-l) is a simplex; for example, if Si is a

p-simplex, then

...

which means tlldt S1 is simultaneously attacked by the (p + l) White

men We ,i a 1, ••• , (p + l).
1

Weshall describe the complex

KW(S} as White's view of Board

and KsOi} as Board's view of f'!hite

Similarly, KB(S) is Black's vier" of Board

whilst Ks(B} 1s Board's view of Black.

These complexes are well-defined at each stage of the game. When

l'lhite has made I moves and Black has made J moves we shall say tha t

the game is in mode [I, JJ. Clearly J. I - 1 or I. Also, in terms

of a well-known convention, mode {I, JJ corresponds to the completion

of (I + J) plys.
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Tlle complexes defined above are f,ul1ctions of the lTOde, they need

to be recomputed after every move. It is clear that, in general,

a move by f'lllite, say affects a.ll four complexes.

1.3 A geometrical representation of Kw(8} in E53 .

If we identify the p-simplcx (5 5) tlith a com'cxal, •.• Up+l··
polyhedron, vertices the 5 , in p-dimensional euclidean spaceai
tilien we can obtain a ffeometrical representation of tho whole

complex /(r/5), Ln a oul.table epece -dI. A wel.L=knovn theorem{2].

tells us that, if N .: dim K, an economical value of H is

H .••2N + 1

From a consideration of rWwe notice tituu: the maxinlumvalue

of dim Wi' r"i e: w, is 26. This occurs when the WO is in the

centre of ~~e board (say, on square d4), for if its range is

unobstx·uctcd it then attacks a· total of 27 squares. This means

that under these circumstances WO is a 26-sirnplex. It folloh's

that Kr/S) can alt>-!aysbe represented in the space E53 - and this

is independent of how many Queens are on tIle board.

Since dim (DO) , 26 in KB(S) tie can contemplate the complex

Kw(S) U KB(S) and find a representation of.it in the euclidean space

E53. Thus both of the geometrical·~tructures 'Kw(S) and KB(S) can

be J.·egardedas existing in E53, for all possible ~es. [t, J], in

all possible chess games.

III this s etise we can say that d game of chess' can be modelled, ,

via the interpllJ.!l o.f connected polyhedra, in E53.



1.4 q-conncctivity in the complex K (5)r·/

Simplices Wi lln~ f'ljare silip t'obe joined by a chain of connection

if there exists a E_inite sequence of simpli'ces

...

such that

(i) cr. is a face of r1ial

(ii) a is a 'face of W.a2 J

(iii) a and a have a com..mon face (say) <1(3 ; i .,.1,•.••, (h-l)•a. ai+l i~

We say that this chain of connection is a q-connectivity if q is

the least of the integers

As a special case, a simplex a is p-connected to itself, but is notp

(p+l)-connected to any a •
I

If we define a relat~on Yq as meaning" is q-connected with" then

Yq is an equivalence relation on the simplices of K. The classes of

Y , or the members of the quotient setq KI ' are now the pieces
Yq

of K which are separately q-connected. We use the notation

Oq = cardinality of the set KI
'Yq

and the process of computing all· the values of 0 , for q = 0,•••, dim X,q
. f d Q 1 . (5)~s IC erre to a~ a -ana ys~s • I~ N = dim X, we arrange,these
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q-val.ues to give a vector, what .elscwherelS1 tias been called the

structure vector,

The value Q0 is, in fact, the same as tbe zero-order Betti-nul'lzb.::Jr

of tilie complex, but the higher order values 0 must not be confusedq

with the higher order Betti numbers. Thus, O-connectivity 1s the

same concept as arc~dse connecti,rit!U our higher order Q -va.Iuesq

lIrea generalisation of this notion.

Positional motifs arising in K (5)r.;2.0

In this section we use the following definitions:

,.,
q - top q-value of a simplex

_ dimension of the simplex in Kw(S),
"

q - bottom q-value of a simplex

a largest q-value at which the simplex is connected

to a distinct simplex,

Ecc(a) mr eccentricity of a simplex a
,.. v " i '..,(q - q) f (q + 1), when f:,hatrat 0 ar~sts.

(A) The value Of q (W.) is the dimension of the mii te man W1in
~

tine complex Krv(5); it therefore equals the value

{number of squares attacked} - 1

This top-q vulue therefore tells us the dimension of that subspace



of E53 in which is located the polyhedra whose name is Wi. It is

therefore all indication of the geometrical ~orizon (in ES3) enjoyed

". ,
by Wi. This suggests that q(Wi) is a measure of the mobility of.Wi,

in this particular modo.

"We notice that the maximum valu~s of the q-numbers for the

various men are as follows:

" ,., ,.,
max q (0) = 26, max q (R) = 13, max q (N) - 7

"max q (D) /0 12 (on half the board) - 6 (on whole board)

"max q (P) a 1

"The ratio of max (q + 1) for all the men are therefore

27 : 14 : 8 : 7 : 2

for 0: R: N : B : P

These should be compared with the classical static "values" of

the pieces, namely,

Q : R : N : B : P - 9: ~ : 3 :3 :1

(B) vSince q (W.) - max dim (W. ('\Wk) it follows that
~ k ~

v
Wi and Wk are simultaneously attacking (q + 1) squares/ they share

v .
.a q-face in the structure Xw(S). This value indicates the extent of

the co-operation of the pieces Wi' Wk, as well as their mutual mobility •

..
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(C) "TheEcc (W.) a (q~
v v
q) . (q + l) indicates the extent to which

r'l. is a lone attacker. If Ecc (W.) .,. 0, then
1 ~

••.. v
q •••q

and so the action of 1-/. is entirely in harmony with (at least one of)~

the ot.bcr pieces. 'if
flc notice that when q "" -1 tn , is then totall-q

~

d.isconnoctl2c]Exom all other pieces} Ecc m.} "" co. Otherwise the~

largest value of Ecc ('i'li) i.s q (wben q "" O). E;;cluding the' extreme

case, t-:henq "" -1, we therefore have the inequali ty.

,..o , Ecc M.J , q
~

for Ecc 0','.).~

11 move vai.ct: Lowexs Ecc (W.) can' clearly do so in one of two~
;0..

ways; either by decreasing q (W.) - reducing its effectiveness~
\J(deveIooinentz) on the Board; or by increasing q(Wi}- increasing the

co-operation and mutuai mobility f'lith other piccae ,

r'le notice, for example, that if we we.re to use the value of

Ecc al.) to obtain a static "value" for w . then the classical~ ~

numbers 9, 5, 3, 3, 1 can arise in various ways - which depend

upon·the bottom-q values. Thus if we take

v we obtzai.n t«.)(i) q ::::0 Ecc I/::: 9, 5, 3, 1~,..
when q(W.} = 9, 5, 3, 1~

(ii) " we obtain (vI.) 5, 1q = 1 Ecc :: 9, 3,.., ~

(iii)
v
q c 2 we obtain Ecc (w.) "" 9, 5; 3~ (pewn exc l.uded)

when '"q(W~)~ 29, 18, 12~



· .
This latter case is impossible for anyof the pieces, and so we deduce

that the classical values can only plausibly correspond to Ecc (Wi)

at the level of q G O. At,th;~ level Wj and Wj are O-connected if

they simultaneously attack a common square (only one).

(D) A move which lowers the value of at' for some fixed t, jn

the structure vector ~ can do so in more than one way. In the

first place, 0t can only change by multiples of unity (~Ot-! n),

and if

~ vthen q must have increased for some Wi' and q cannot have decreased

for any Wt' Thus 60t < 0 can sesu: t from an increase in the

co-operation of the pieces.

On the other hand it is possible for 60t < 0 by some one (at

least) component disappearing at the t-level. This can happen ,by

a reduction in q (Wi) for some i-in such a way that, a.fterthe

move,_,

whereas, before the move, q .(Wi, > t. We notice too that it need

not be the piece Wi which is involved directly in themove; the

movement of Nj can effectively block the action of Wi so as to induce
,..

the reduction of q (Wi'.
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The co-operation of pieces and ~wns, manifest at various t-levels,

can be displayed as follows:
I

t - 0 any pair of {K, 0, R, N, B, p} (share 1 square)

t - 1 any pair of {K, 0, R, N, B, p} (share 2 squares)

t •• 2 any p!!ir of {O, R, N, B}
any pair of {K, Q, R) ,(share3 squares)

t = 3 any pair of {O, R, N}

any pair of {K, Q, R}

B and N

Q and B on same diagonal (share 4 squares)

t == 4 0 and B on same dia.gonal

0 a.ndR on same file or rank

R and R on same file or rank (share 5 squares)

t := 5 0 and B on same diagonal

0 and R on same file or rank

R and R on same file or rank (share 6 squares)

t := 6 Q and R on same edge file

or edge rank (share 7 squares)

t :) 7 no two pieces 7-connected (share :) 8 squares)

I't tiol.Lows: that if l1Qt < 0, when t ~ 7, the reason must be

the fact that,a piece w. exists for which the move has resulted~

in old q aT.J ~ 7 and nefofq (roy.) < 7~ ~

An exception to this occurs if there are tk'Owhite Oueens

on the Board - say, one on a1 and ,the-othe,ron as. These Queens

"
are then 7-connected {if the 1st.and'8th ranks, as well as the

leading diagonals, are otitiexwi se clear. In this special (and
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unusual) case ~07 < 0 can be the result of an increase in piece

co-operation at the 7-leve1.

2.1 positional motifs arising in·Xs(W)

It is in a;~consideration of the geometry of K",(W) that we
oJ

can see an expression of the Positional theories first advanced

b .. [6Jy Ste.ln.ltz •

(A) Each square 51 E K5(W) 1s a p-simplex, for s~~a value of p,

so that

where the We denote White men attack1ng 5i• Other things being
i

equal, 1t is clear that dim (S1) 1s a measure of the ~ontrol

exercised over 51 by the White men. But the question of absolute

control cannot be settled .,11thout

and (i1) allow1nCJ.for the rela.tive"values" oE the vertices

(the We.) in the simplex 5i•
.1

In the sense of 5teinitz, 5i is a stronq square for White when

the control is maximal or absolute. Ideally, for White, 5i E K5(W)

but 5i ¢ X5(B}. But failing this, and taking (ii) into consideration,
..

the presence of pawns in the p-simplex Si of KS(W} - and their

absence in the simplex S1 of KS(D) - makes Si a strong square for

White, and a weak square for Black. A not·ableexample of such a sques:«

is one which lies in front of an isolated Black pawn; for here we have

a situation in ~"hichBlack cannot (usually) introduce a pawn into the
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simplex s1 of XS(B). Thus Black has a permanent weakness - the geometry

cannot be repaired (except perhaps with White's co-operatlon).

This would suggest tllatt1e whole simplex 51 is in some sense,

which must eventually .be qi.ven cl numerical vaIue , a mcasu.re of tlle

strenrrth of that square S.. In this context lIe must clearly~

distinguish between the control value of a piece IIj and its piece

value; the former beingp in some sense, inverse to the latter.

It seems natu.t·al ill the light of these remerks to Lnt.erpxet:

control ve.lue of Wj as a mapping

c val : W"" J

from the vertex set r'l of Board's vie~-Iof r'lhite, KSOO, into (say)

the integers J; J'Ihilst the piece val ue of Wj will be a mapping

p val: W"" J

from the simnl.ices of Kr/S), f'lhite's ,riew of Board.

Thus c val and p val are "conjugate" in the Sense that they

have conjugate complexes as their domains. Naturally the choice

of J as the range for theGe mappings is not crucial - but it can be

a convenient ~omputing feature.

(13)
v v

Tile bottom q+veLue, q (b'i), means that 5i sberes a q-face
"with at least one other square 5F This means that s1 and Sj are
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simultaneously atta.cked by (q + 1) ple~es. v
Let this Q-fc1ce be the

simplex

dlich must therefore be an indication of the "sguare-co-op:'!ration"

beth'een Si and Sj" via the White men,' The value of q therefore

indicates the flexibility inherent in White's game, the existence

of multiple threats. The ~quares Si' Sj' Sk".' which share a

common q-face -det ine areas of the board where ~!hite's fle:;ible

threats are to be found. The "value" of a threat depends on

whether it is

(1) a UA1"eat to control (a square}

or (11) a threat to occupy (a square).

If it is a threat to control then, for rfhite, it would be

valued as (plausibly)

w. e (J~

whilst if it is a threat to occup~ its value'will be

This 1s because, in the first case, we are dealing with KS(W),

but in the second case we are dealing with KW(S).

(C) A move which lowers Qt' for some fixed t, in the structure

vector ~ for ~,I:S(';-1) 11111 (e.f. sect.ion 2.0) do so because of two

v
possibilities. On the one hand there'might be an increase in q
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for some square 51' so that ~q > 0 results in ~Ot < 0
v(q ,. t).

This means that tho flexibility of white's threats has increased.

"On the other hand ~Ot < 0 can result from a'decrease in q (51)'

for some square S1 (g:a. t). Tllismeans tzbst Uhi te 's contr.ol over 5i

h~s been reduced.

The "rJ"Jightfork" is an obvious example of square co-operation,

at the level of q .,. 0, in KS(rY) - vaen S1 and Sj are not adja.cent.

For other pieces the co-operation involves ne.iqbbouxisiq squares -

either on the Tanks, flIes, or diagonals. The action of the N cannot

be blocked by other pieces or pawns so that, pla.ced in the larger

central area of the noard, a knight always induces d O-connectivity

between 8 squares.

The positions of the squares {..,;.},relative to the locations~

of the Black men, ar.e clearly important. Zhis is embodied in the

(D)

importance normally attached to the centre squares, to op::n files,

to open (long) d.iagonals, to the seventh/eighth xnnks , W~ naturally

add to these the squares occupied by the Black men, that is to

say, the set

as well as th~ King flight squares.

'.fhe centre squares, as.l29.!!.(fYi) ,"allow tilu: possibility of
-.

maxi.mum (i-values for the rlhi te 0 and Br 'tho open files ar~ neceSS:lry

for the actii evement: of maximum q-'1!alues for the Jihi te R's , Each
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of these featux'es is further enhanced by open diagonals and open

ranks. Tbe R on the sev~nth rank is usually associated with the

King flight squexes , but also i_tcan pose strong tactical threats

behind the Black p3k~S (which ~re t~en on weak squares).

All these dimensional considerations are expressive of tIle

complex Kw{S). Tlms we see tllat the consideration of "square-value"

in Ks{r·t) is inevi tab1y involved wi th considerations of "contr.ol-value"

in ](s(r1). And tuie cotrjuqat:e nacure of KS{Iv) and K~/S) would then

suggest that there should be a close relation between "piece-value"

in Kw(S) and what we might introduce and call "strength=value" in

Precisely, we can proceed as follows.

Defille a mapping to represent the square-value of a simplex Sl E: KS(W),

s val: S + J

and require the condition that

then L c val ([1'/
j

• •• (I)

Define a mapping to represent the strength-value of a vertex Sj E: Kw(S),

st val : S .•. J
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and require the condition that

then p val (W.)~ ••• (II)

The process of estimating the relative "values" of pieces

alidsquares can now be seen as a aqol ic one wbi.cbalternates between

the th'O conjugate complexes. This is because, in some sense to

be defined, we must have p va}. tn: to be "inverse" to c val (Iv.)~ ~

and, similarly, s val (S.) to be "Lnvexee" to st vell (5.). By
] ]

"inverse" we mean only

or s val (Sl) > s val (52)

st v~~ (S2) > st val (51)then or

One way of ensuring this reversal of ordex inq is to take,

for example,

c val (Iv.) • p 'ITal(ri.) •••a constant integer~ ~

and then truncate on division.

Another way would be to fix an integer n and takeo

c val (r'l.) - p val (W.) (mod n )
~ - ~ 0

The cycle can be entered in a crude way by taking, for example,

p val {K, 0, R, N, B, p} = {lO, 9, 5, 3, 3, 1}

and inventing some similar rigid square-values, depending on the Board,

for example
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where S. - a centre square~

Sj ~ an off-centre square

S - DK'flight-square, with obvious extensions.
k "

(E) The condition of checkmate can be described in terms of the

apparent conflict between the geometrical structures of f'lhite

am Black. In KB(S) the BK is a p-simplex, with 2 ~ P , 7. Each

square S. in this simplex BK is a possible flight-square, allowing~

for obstruction by Black men. In addition ~ (EK) Is a single

square, say SBX.

Now suppose that, in mode [I, I-l), we have

and (il) EK

then we know that the BK is in check, by (1), and the possible

flight-squares are under attack, by (11). Hence the BK cannot·

get out of check by moving' (himself). The only escape is for

Black to change (i), presumably by blocking or capturi'ngthe checking

piece.

We can tl1ereforededuce that Black is in checkmate if the

above conditions (i) ~ (ii) are invariant under all leqal transit.ions

from mode [I, I-lJ to mode [I, IJ.

The W~te geometrical structure has .Hannexed" that portion of

Black's structure which contains the BX and his flight-squares.
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3.0 A computer program for the analysis

Tlw computer program wai.ct: embodies the pasLtional chess

heuristics is written in Fortran and runs in 9K of core on

a PDP-10. Although more modern and sophisticated .l~nguages

like LISP, ECPL, and POP-2 were considered, Fortran was

chosen in spi te of its many and obvious disadvantages for

the {ollowing reasonsl

(i) speed of execution - the PDP-10 Fortran compiler

produces' unusually efficient object code,

(li) transparent compl.Letiion - when vri.ting sections

of Fo(tran, one knows (roughly) what machine

code the compiler is going to produde,

(111) modular subroutine structure,

(lv) critical sections written in machine code can

be interfaced easily to the rest of dle program,

(v) good compiler error diagnostics,

(vi) fast array handling.

The prog~am is designed to allow interactive analysis of existing

chess gam~s from a teletype keyboard. lh addition, requests

for extensive analysis of complete games can be submitted to the
~

PDP-lO batch system. Using existing games by master players'

permits repeated analysis of a large nwnber of high-qu~lity games,
I

eliminating time-cons~~ing keyboard sessions with chess players.

/I further cdvantieq« of piaying existIng games is that-j t 'allows
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study of all pbases of the game - in computer chess, checkmate

usually intervenes before the end-game is xeachedt The program has

nover attempted to playa complete game itself.

To facilitate human interaction with the computer, the

program accepts and obeys commands typed in at the keyboard.

The ci)e!!,.~.game to be analysed is stored in a disk file in a slightly

extended version of the International Algebraic Notation for chess

games ( a BlJF'description of the notation is given in Appendix A).

Commandsare provided to print the boaxd , make a specified number 6f

moves from the g~me, move to a specified point in the game; and so

on. It is possible to investiiqet:e var iati icns on the game by typing

in a sequence of moves different from those actually played. Further

commandsprint the connectivity matrix and structure vector for

either side's view oE the board, and initiate a complete positional

analysis of the current state oE play. Repeated analysis of the

game at various stages is accomplished by a NACRO command••.rhl cl:

continually performs any sequence of ozhet: commands. A typical

Command sequence for a batch run is

BOARD

POSN

HOVE 2

IlACRO

/print the board

/perform a positional analysis

/make two moves (one for Nhite, one for Black)

/repeat the abo,re commandsequence until

/tlle end of the game.
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3.1 Board rcore~cntution and move qencration

The chess-board is represented as an array of length 144,

with the contral 64 elements giving th~ position on the B x 8 b?ard,

and the remaining elements contia irii.nq -1 to indicate that they ere

off the hoard. This representation eILows move calculation by

repeated addition of offsets, ldth a=eimpl.e test at each stage

to check t.'1at the proposed destination square is still on the board.

For example, the off~;ets for a rook's rzove are +1, -I, +12',and -12,

and each of these is :repeatedly added to the square number of the

rook's initial position to give the moves. Narc detail:; about bow

moves are generated wi.t.u this board representation are given by

Kozdxowicni et al {197l){4JAlthoug-h it may appear that a one-square

border containing -1 - giving an array of length 100 - is all that

is needed to detect .•ehen a man has, roached the edge of the board"

a knight woul.dbe able to cross such a border, causing unexpected

'results, In fact only 132 elements are necessary in the array,

xepxes eni.i.nq a 12 x 11 "extended board" (Gillogly, 1972)[3], but

we have found that the 12 x 12 extended board is easier to deal with

and fa.cilitates program writing and debugging. Tlle men on the board

are indicated by numbers 1 - 16 (for White) and 17 - 32 (for Black),

so that, for example, the rlQR can be distinguished from the WKR. The

board in the initial position is shown below:
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-1~· -1 -1 -1. -1 -1 ; -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 •..1

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

-:1 -1 17 18 19 20 21 22' 23 24 -1 -1

-1 -1 25 ' 26 27 18 29 30 31 32 -1 -1

-1 -l 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 -l ~1

-1 -1 0 ;10 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1

-1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -l -1

-1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1

-1 -1 9 10 11 12 13 14 l5 16 -1 -1

-1 -l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 -1 -1

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -l -1 -1 -1 -1 -l

Moves are generated by adding offsets as outlined above, bearing

in mind that

(i) a man cannot move off the board,

(ii) a man cannot move to a square occupied by

another man on his side,

(iii) for pawns, knights, and kings, the offsets

must be added once only,

(iv) pawns in their initia1 position have a

special move available.

This'algorithm generates all "normal" moves (but not castling, etc).

Because of the importance of the relation~hip of "attacking"

for the connectivity analysis, and the similarity of this
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relationship to that of "moving", the routine which generates moves

also lists all legal attacks. All moves are attacks, except

pawn moves, wbi ct: are never atitzacks«, In addition, a man can attack

a square occupied by a~other man on his side. Pak~ attacks are

generated by adding offsets different from those used for pawn moves.

In order to find all :Legalmoves, eecli move generated by

adding offsets muse be tested to see if a check resul ts. If

castling is sti i.L; legal, and the squarea between tihe king and rook

al-eempty and not attacked, tileappropriate castling move is added to

the Ii at: of legal moves , En passants are spotted by examining the

previous move in conjunction with the current list of attacks. The

possibility of pawn promotion is also considered. The result of

all this is a list of legal moves, each stored as 4 computer hurdsl

(SOURCE SQUARE, DESTINATION SQUARE, X, Y)

where X and Yare only used'for castling moves, pah~ promotion, etc ••

'<. nben moves are read in from the teletype. or the disk file .

containing a c]Jess game, they are decoded from International Algebraic

Notation into th~ 4-word internal move representation, using standard

methods of syri~ax analysis. Checks are nude for obvious errors, and

then tllemove generation routine is called- and the list of moves is

searched for the proposed move. To make a move on the chess-board,

one can either place it on a move tstieck: in a 5-word reversible representation

(the fifth word specifies the man taken in the move, if any) so that

the previous board position can be recovered by unstacking, or empty
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the stack, make the ~ve, and place it at the base of the stack

(so that the previous move is always available to check en passant .

.l·egality)•

3.2 Connectivity analysis

The relationsllip, rw' of "attacking", computed in the form

of a list of squares attacked by each man, provides the basis of

the connectivity analysis. To find the connectivity matrix CONN,

where

CONN (I, J) ft nunilierof squares attacked by both

man I and man J, minus one,

the lists of squares attacked by the men are compared in the obvious

way.

Computation of the structure vector for White's view of Board

is a' rather tricky matter. For each Q-level from zero up, a routine

is called which r~turns the number of simplices at that level. The

array of numbers obtained at each Q-level is the structure vector.

If any component of .the structure vector is zero, all higher components

~ill be zero too. To determine the number of simplices at any Q-leve1,

one starts with an array of length 16 - an element for each man on

the side - which is destined to hold a simplex identification number

I
for each man. A man I is allocated a new simplex identification

number if

(1) CONN (I, I) ~ O-lcvel,

and (ii) 'he has not already been al.Locuit.ed a simplex

identification number.
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If be is allocated a new simplex identification number, CONN (I, It)

and CONN (II', I) are scanned for elements at least as big as

Q-lcvel, and for any thi:ltare found, the man who is connected to I

at that level is allocated the current'simplex identification number.

A similar search must be carried out for all the new men who are

attached to the simplex. flhenno more men in the simplex can be

found, the next man on the side is examined and allocated a nel~

simplex identification number if he satisfies the above two criteria.

Once all men ou the side llilvebeen given a simplex i.dentiiii cetiion

number, the structure vector component at that Q-level is found by

countii tiq bow many distinct identification numbers have been issued.

An example of a board position, the corresponding connectivity

matrix for White, and the simplices at each Q-level, is given below,

for the complex Xw(S).

Board position

8 BR BN BB "'''' BX BB "'II' BR

7 BP ItIt It", BP 'II''' BP BP BP

6 It••. *'" ** * •. ** BN BO ft.

S ItIII' BP ** It••. ** rm .•.* "'II'

4 It•. ••.It ** ••.It WP BP riP riP

3 It'" •••••• "II' WP "'''' •.* •.It ••••

2 riP WP riP ** It••. •••••• It* ••.*

1 WR rVN w» WO ",>•. ~IK f'lR It••.

a b -c d e f g h
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Connectivity (shared-face) ~atrlxfor Kw(~)

OR ON OB 0 K KB .xs>: KR p P P P P P P P
.<'"

1 OR

2 0 0
t,j' 1 ON

3 0 - 0 .:. -\ OB
,

8 1 1 0 0..•.. .
4 .0 - ... ~;;- - - KA

'"
, ....• KB

7 0 KN

4 KR

0 0 p

1 p

1 p

1 p

1 0 p

p

1 p

0 p

•
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.q-level q-connected components
~

0 (OR) (ON OD 0 K KN KR P P P) (P) (P P) (P) 5

1 (OR) (ON P) (OB) (Q K KR) (KlJ) (P) (PJ (P) (P) 9

2 (01) (OB) (0) (K) (YJI) (KR) . 6

3 (QD) (0) (K) (KN) (KR) 5

4 (0) (K) txn) (KR) 4

5 (0) (KIv) 2

6 (0) (KN) 2

7 (0) (KJV) 2

8 CO) 1

structure vector for Kr"cS}

8 . ~
~ D {I, 2, 2, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, S}

.
3.3 ·A simple valuation procedure

Before the program can analyse the structures positionally

it needs to compute the ma.pping

s val (s.)
,~ ."

for each Si' (v. section 2.1). This,mapping is iridependentof

what piece occupies S .'. However we shall introduce, in 3.4, what
~ J
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might be culled a tactical value, ~ (5i), and this will involve

some valuation of any pccupying piece.

Using the relations I, II of section 2.3 we set about finding

c val (N.) I P val m.J, and st val (S.J.
] . ~ J

We allow that st val (5.) depends upon
J

(i) wiietzne): 5j is'in the central block,

(ii) the value p val (Bk) of any Blar.k man Bk

occupying S.,
J

if W. is a pawn, whether S. is on the 7th or 8th rank,
~ J

(Li i)

and is best indicated by giving the numbers {st val (S.)}, for White,~

of the squares in the mode [0, OJ position.

If attacking man is a piece,

8 16 10 . 9 29 10 9 10 16

7 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

5 2 2 4 6 6 4 2 2

4 2 2 4 6 6 4 2 2

3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

a b c d e f g h
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If attacking man is a pawn,

8 30 24 23 43 24 23 24 30

7 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

5 2 2 4 6 6 4 2 2

4 2 2 4 6 6 4 2 2

3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

a b c d e f g h

Ue tiaon get p val (W.) by relation II, cUld we USe the~

hypothetical relation

c val (W) • p val (W) = 200

to obtain c val tr.),~

The positional analysis with wtiiot: we have experimented

to-date considers .each legal move by White and then examines the

consequent changes (increases) in (only) the following features.

(i) dim KW(S) , or the maximum.q-value;

(ii) -0 , the minus sign being justified in sectionso

2.0 and 2~1;

(Hi) -01;

(iv) c val (~BX);

(v) I: c val
i

r c val
j

I: .c; val
i

(5.) ~'hereBi( c 1... s ..• "/ in KB(S);
~, - \ . ~

(vi)
'. '
_.

(EEE._ B.) I .tios: all 'Black men B. (:I BX);
~, J

(vii)
J

(5.) li'hcre5. is a centre square.~ ~
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T]le side's control over any set of squares is just tilesum of titie

positional values of the squares fQr the side.

At present the program simply sums the scores under these'

7 headings to give ~n overall positional score for a move. There

is o))viously great scope for improvement over this, but even with

such a naive method·of scoring, significant correlation with

chess-players' positional judgement is obtained.

3.4 Loss/gain tactics

The program as described so far is a weak tactician. It'

is designed to score moves on a positional basis, taking into account

the control over important sets of squares and the co-operation of

men on the board. It neglects forcing moves and is oblivious to

material loss and gain. Because positional features of the game

cannot be completely divoxeed from the tactical viewpoint - for example,

experienced players simply do not consider moves which are tactically

unsound ",Thenasked to make a positional judgement - an elementary material

loss/gain calculation has been incorporated, and the program orders

moves primarily according to material exchange, and only secondarily

,from a positional analysis. (Clearly a less extreme balance should be

struck here. Material sacrifices for positional gain are not uncommon

in master chess).

'"Ne take the tactical value of a man, r.,., as 1+max q (N.),
. . ~ ~

1n 1: (5). This gives ,I measure of the potential of the qeometzr icsil:
1/ -
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horizon of ~"i' whereas the piece value, p val 01i) , reflects the

man's actual worth in the present board position. The value of a

bislwp is ha l.ved to account for the fact that it can potentially

control only half of the board's squares. This gives the values

(c.f. section 2.0)

K Q R N B p

8 27 14 8 7 2

(For inves ci qat.ion of m."!tcr.i.:dexchanges, the king is assigned .::m

arbitrary value of 1000).

T.~e ccc tzicol: veil. uc of a square is then given by the mapping

tact: S ~ J

where

tact (S.) =~ minimax.
i, j

where tact ([4.J is the above (special) case of p val (W .) , and·
] ]

s. = (.~.rv . ... ) in KSav)~ J

c ( ••• B ...) in KS(B).K

The tactical. value of squares in Board positions taken

from actual chess games is almost. always zero, but the positional

analysis often suggests moves .{"hieh, if made, would resul t in some

squares ha.ving negative values for the side under consideration. By

first ordering moves from this simple matier i.el: viewpoi nt: , this situation

is usually avoided.
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3.5 Some comparisons with actual games

Using the valuatio~'prOcedures discussed above we obtained

the following positiQnal assessment of actual g,umes.

(A) Morpll!!.v Duke of Brunswick et ea : (18S8)

Game score positional rankin1 of Morphy's moves

1- e2 - e4 · e7 - eS 2 1 or d2 - d4·
2. N - f3 I d7 - d6 8 I r:Z d2 - d4

3. d2 - d4 · •... - g4 I· ~

4. d4 f; e5 : B •.f3 1

S. 0 •.f3 · d6 It eS 2 1 II:: g2 It £3·
6. B - c4 : N - f6 ~4 I a c2 - c4

7. 0 - b3 . 0 - e7 24 I I:: c2 - c3.
8. N - c3 · c7 - c6 4 1 - f2 - f3·
9. B - g5 : b7 - bS 5 I IJJ: £2 - f4

10. N It b5 · c6 It bS 1·
.11. B •.bS+ · N(bS} - d7 2 1 .t: o It b5·
12. 0-0-0 · R - d8 3 1 - f2 - f4·
13. R Iil' d7 :.R It d7 I

14. R - dl· · o - e6 2 1 I:: f2 - f4·
15. B •.d7+ : N It d7 '2 1 ~R It d7

16. 0 - b8+ · N It bB 8 1 -R It d7·
17. R - dB mate.

A total of 82% of Morphy's moves fall in the first 5 positional

rankings, r~d 70% fall in the fir~t 3.
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(D) Andersscn v. Kieseritsk'J.. (1851) , the Immortal Game,

Game score Positional ranking of Uhite's moves

1. e2 - 04 : e7 - e5 2 1 a d2 - d4

2. £2 - £4 : 05 It £4 2 1 "'"d2 - d4

3. D - c4 o - h4+ 9 1 u d2 - d4

4. K - f1 · b7 - b5 1·
5. B It b5 · N - f6 2 1 .,.B - b3·
6. IV - f3 0 - h6 3 1 r::: Q - f3

.7. d2 - dJ N - 115 1

8. N - h4 Q - g5 26 1 Z!'< K - £2

9. N - £5 · c7 ..•c6 4 1 = K - £2·
10. g2 - g4 · N - £6 2 1 /Ill: h2 - h4·
II. R - gl c6 ••b5 2 '1 IS B - c4

12. h2 - h4 · Q - g6 10 1 '"a2 - a4·
13. h4 - h5 0 - g5 9 1 = a2 - a4

14. 0 - £3 : N - g8 6 1 .:a2 - a4

15. B It f4 : Q - f6 6 1 = a2 - a4

16. N - c3 : B - c5 4 1 = a2 - a4

11. N dS · Q It b2 2 1 ••• g4 g5·
18. B - d6 · Q It a1+ 5 1 1# B It b8·
19. K - e2 : D It gl 1.

20. e4 - e5 N - a6 25 1 :a B It b8

21. N It g7 · K - dB 14 1 •••N(bS) - e7·
22. 0 - £6+ Resigns 4 1 II:: c2 - c4

A total of 64% of Anderssen's-moves fall in the first 5 positional

rankings, and 45% fall in the first J;'"~lhitc'spl.11j emerges a.shighly

tactical b~J this program.
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(e) Fischer v.Petrosian (1971)

,
Game score . Posi tiionn l: rankinq of white's moves

1. e2 -,e4 ·c7 :-CifS 2 1 - d2 - d4· "

2. N - £3 · e7 - e6. 12 .z ••d2 - d4·
3. d2 - d4 : cS It d4 1

4. N It c14 . a7 - 8.6 2 1 u " It d4.
5. B - d3 · N - c6 27 1 ••c2 - c3·
6. N at c6 · b7 It c6 1·
7. 0 0 · d7 dS·
8. c2 - c4 · N - £6 1·
9. c4 It dS · c6 It dS 1·

10. e4 It dS · e6 It dS 1·
11. N - c3 I B - e7 4 1 ••£2 - £3

12. o - a4+ : () - d7 6 1 ••£2 £3

13. R - e1 : () It a4 3 1 a £2 - £3

14. N at a4 · B - e6 1·
15. B - e3 : 0 - 0 21 1 •• £2 .:.£3

16,. B - cS ·R(£8) - e8 2 1 •• N - cS·
17. B It e7 ·R It e7 1·
18. b2 - b4 : I( - £8 17 1 ••£2 - £3

19. N(a4) - cS · B - c8 3 1 ••£2 - £3·
20. £2 - £3 : R (e7) - a7 2 1 ""b4 - bS

21. R(e1) - eS : B - d7 10 1 •• b4 - bS

22. N It d7 ·R It d7 1·
23. R - c1 : R - d6 6 1 ••b4 - bS

24. R(c1) - c7 · N - d7 4 1 ••b4 - bS·
25. R - e2 I g7 - g6 4 1 -R - gS
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Fischer v. Potrosian cont.

Game score Positiond ranking of I','hite's moves

26. K - f2 : h7 - h5 S 1 = b4 - bS

27. f3 - f4 hS _-h·1 12 1 :r:z g2 - g4

28. K - f3 f7 - fS 3 1 = g2 - g3

29. K - eJ dS - d4+ 17 1 = g2 - g4

30. K - d2 N - b6 2 1 =: K - f3

31. R - 07 N - dS 2 1 = R (c7) - 07

32. R - f7+ K - e8 2 1 = R (c7) - e7

33. R - b7 N * b4 3 1 r::t R (c7) - a7

34. B - c4 : Resigns 16 1 z::: R (b7) - a7

A total of 68% of White's moves fa.ll i.n the first 5 positional

rankings, and 56% fall in the first 3.

3.6 Research nros eecns-..:;...;....;;.~;..;;;~----

The positional criteria used so far, and illustrated in the

previous section, are characterised by the Eal Lowinq features.

(1) Restriction to consideration of ~Qo' ~Ql' n dim K, when

t.ne argument shows that the other Qt values i.n- Q have profound positional

influences.

(2) Restriction to a -cons idecetz ion of KfI/S) and KS(rV) so

as to improve certain geometrical properties of f'/hi te' 5 posi tion.

CleD.rly it woul.d be desirable to assess the possible changes in the

Black position, by consi~er~r.g KB(S)-and KS(E). Ii good move for ('Illite
_.

1-.'111 presu;;:.:;.bl!) improve h!hite's geometr!l whilst at the same time cause

a dctcrior~tion in Black's structure.



(3) Restriction to a particular mode [t, J], that

is to say, without WlY effective "look ahead" analysis. Future

.i:eseilrchmust clearly take into account the overall positional

features over a sequence of ttoves, tixesst ic changes in the abstract

geometrical structures -might h'ellbe the result of "give-and-take"

over 3 or .;moves by r'!hize , Thus we need to allOW for tho posi tii.otuil:

advantages which can accrue by WilYof moves which are apparently

tactically chosen. But even here, and referring back to the

discussions in sections 2.0 and 2.1, I~ebegin to see how the line

between "tD.ctical" and "positional" becomes blurred.

But this approach to the game means, above all things,

that the emphasis is no lonqer on tree-searching. Positional features

must be used to reduce the conventional tree-search to manageable

proportions. Further study of the connectivity structures of the

various complexes, such as the search for specific chains of

q-connection or the dependence on such chains of the mappings c val,

s vel, p val , st val, sboul.d greatly assist in this aim. It is to

be expected that during the course of a game these mappings must

themselves vary a great deal, and so we must search for the dependence

of c val etc. on the structures Kw(S) etc. which are linked to the

modes. This would allow the possibility of the positional criteria

being influenced by the tactical possibilities, and therefore of the

computer (as player) being able to change its mind about the positional

goals as the game proceeds.

Furthermore it is obviously going to be of great help if

chess milsters can be persuaded to help in the research - if only by
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ranking the positionul motifs in a few hundred positions. So far

there })asbeen an encouraging response to this cry for help, although

we have not yet reached a level of organised co-operation with thoso

players who are anxious to help •

•
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APPENDIX II

Internationa.l lllqebraic Nptation

II chess move in international algebraic notation has the

follo~'ing forlj7:

~ove>: = (source) <oper~tion) <square deSignation) <check indication) (1)

where

(source): = (piece) 1 (square deSignation) 1 (piece) (\square deSignation»

(piece) : = R 1 NIB 1 Q 1 K

(square designation;: ..:Al 1A2 I·... I A8 I Bl I ... I liB

(operation): = -1*

(Check indica.tiOn): = +Ie:

Tllefolloldng special move types are also alios'led:

0-0 .(2)

(3)o - 0 - 0

(move) 'iJ EP (4)

(move) 'iJ (promotion); where (promotion): = *R 1 *NI *B I *0 (5)

(V denotes a blank; e denotes the null string)
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The intcrprct~tion of a string of type (1) is that the man indicated

by (source) 1.1':)]:OS the (operation) on the destination (square designation}.

If the source man is a palmr he is specified by giving the

~quare designation) of the square he Dccupied before the move; if

he is a piece, then the piece's name alone is used unless ambiguity

rcsu1ts, in wtiica the (square deSignation> must also be specified.

'l.'he (operation) can be ei t.hor " - ",' wbict: indicates that the designation

square was unoccupied prior to the move, or "*", which indicates

tiliet: it was occupied by one of t·he opponent's men. The \CaeCk

.indication) is " + " if and only if the move results ill a check.

Type (2) and (3) moves indicate castling on the King's side and 'on

the Queen's side, respectively. A type (4) move signifies capturing

en passant, and type (5) refers to palm promotion, the new piece being

specified explicitly as (promotion>.
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[1J

[2)

(3)

[4)

[5}

[6]
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A K NOW LED G E BAS E D PRO G RAM

TOP LAY C H E SSE N D - G A M E S

by

STan Department of Machine Intelligence
University of Edinburgh
8 Hope Park Square
Edinburgh
EB8 9NW

"A little (knowledge) is a dangerous thing.
Drink deep or taste not the Pierian spring.
There, shallow draughts intoxicate the brain
But drinking largely sobers us again."

- ALEXANDER POPE

Essay on Criticism
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Editor's Note -

Must be read in conjunction with (Tan, 1972).
The psycholoGical studies described by Bond and
the connectivity described by Atkin are mainly
concerned with (and most relevant to) t~e middle
game. Clusters of pieces (chunks) and connec
tivity become less evident; the decisions are
more critical, in the end game.

Note that Tan is not concerned with how a proGram
may reach an end game but with the problems of
representing and using chess knoHledge for the
very deep analyses which must be performed.

An outline is given of a program to solve end
ings \,Tith king and two pawns vs king and bishop.
The approach is basically the same as in (Tan, 1972)
except that a_more flexible interpreter is used
this time. Also added are extensions of the
notions of predicates, actions and patterns, as
we lI as the use of goals, simple cross+eonmuu i.cat.Lon
between branches of the analysis tree and the
extraction of plans from analysis trees.
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A. PROBLEH AND APPROACH .

This work is a continuation and extension of 'theknowledge-based
approach described in (Tan, 1972). Our concern is with the problem of
representing and using chess knowledge, not how knowledge is acquired.
The emphasis on knowledge is important in view of the inadequacy of
the classical Shannon-Turing game-playing framework; game-tree,
evaluation, minimax etc. We envisage programs that play almost always
correctly (never throwaway a win or a draw) in their problem domains,
which means having to make very deep analyses (the domain we are
tackling now is that of king and 2 pawns vs king and bishop, it
contains studies where analyses of ply~depth 20'are necessary, for
king, rook and pawns vs king and rook the corresponding number is
about 40), and must therefore be radically selective in generating
moves. Variations of the Shannon-Turing type of programs may be able,
assuming that a good evaluation function can be found, to find good
moves, but that would be far from sufficient for solving end-game
studies correctly.

In the following, representation and use of knowledge are considered
inseparable, representation is specified by giving a virtual 'chess
machine' which acts as an interpreter. Given an input board situation,
this interpreter w i.L'l then 'parse' it to produce the move to be
played, plans an~ a prediction of the value of the situation. The
'parsing' process is directed by a rie twork representation of the
program's knowledge of playing methods. Some of the problernsencountered
in designing such a interpreter are:-

(i) Since specifying an interpreter is in effect developing a uu.ni+
theory of end-games, one may ask what;sorts of things are aLlowed
in the ontology of the theory (does the theory accomodate plans,
threats, intentions, episodes, scenes, demons, etc) and what are
the relations between these sorts (eg how are goals used in a
situation-action production system).

(ii) How do we choose the primitive actions of the interpreter, in
other words, how much compilation should be done (in (Tan, 1972)
the whoLe program is compiled, the virtual POP-2 machine is the
chess machine). Shall we adopt a multipass interpreter that can
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account for the phenomena of progress ive deepening (De Groot,
19G5), and if so, hm·] do \ve handle communication between the
different passes (besides the problem of communication between
branches of the analysis-tree).

(iii) HN} much advice, deductive power should the program have, wha t
search strategy and evaluation function should be used.

There are many more que s t ion that can be asked, but here '''B can only
attempt to answer a fe,,, of them w i.t h respect to the problem domain
we have in mind. No doubt there are no general an svre r s to most of
the above questions; comp i l.e r+i nt erpr e tc r , deduction-search, advice
search, evaluation-look-up. backward sear ch-Eo rwar d search etc, are
pairs of items that are of ten traded-off inter-changeably.

The attitude taken here is to try to proceed from the simple to
increasing complexity, and to be flexible and delay ultimate decisions
vhcn further clarification or experimentation are necessary.

The next section outlines the typology of the theory, it is relatively
rich compared to existing chess programs, but not as rich as found in
chess psychology (compare the De Groot op-cit). He have not made
provisions to include progressive deepening (wh ich may be implemented
serially or in parallel by coroutines) at present, but De Groot may
be right in pointing out the importance of it for computer programs
(De Groot, 1965, p 401). Kotov (J], on the other hand, who is interested
in teaching 'human bei.ngs to analyse wi th the accuracy of a machine',
argues that a branch of the analysis-tree should never be searched
more than once, and only lack of confidence can make us do oche rwi se ,

There is no explicit deductive powe r at present, other than those th<'lt
can be implicitly embedded in the program's playing methods. A simple
depth-first strategy augmented by a preliminary breadth-first search
is a opted. For the last mentioned search, an avaluation function
similar to the one used by (t ewell et al , 1959) is adopted, t hev va l ue
of a position is a feature vector. Unlike NeweLl, et al howeve r , there
is not a prior lexicographic ordering of the vectors, since it seems
to be counter-in~uitive; possibilities of trading-off material for
space or development, pavn structure for a bishop etc, wh ich is
cartainly the essence of wh at chess is about, being excl uded.

B. BRIEF OVERVIEW

In this section we wi l l only give an informal description of the
different categories of object in the theory, their relations to each
other and their properties. No attempt is made to present a formal
theory. Nost examples given apply to the case of 2 pawns vs a bishop,
the pawns are al.ways "hi te. Some of the assumptions made be Low are
somewhat arbitrary, they are made with this restricted problem domain
U1 mind.

I. Situations

A situation 1S a data-structure containing ,all the board information:
board position, "'ho is to move, arid sometimes a little history (has the
king been moved, what w as the last move etc), clock etc. Ln the f ol l owing,
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situations will be distinguished from states of the interpreter (see
7 below), and we assume that no history and clock are recorded in a
situation. Thus the interpreter w i Ll not make use of knowledge of
the opponent's last'move (eg if pi~ce captured, try recapture) in
selecting its reply. It does not howcver consider every situation
presented as new : it has pTans and recognizes repetition of
situations.

2. Concepts

A concept is a' POP-2 function describing general relations bet\\1cen
pieces, squares, numbers etc. Examples: rank, distance as number
of king moves, block-distance, critical square, breakthrough square,
different kinds of blockades, doubles, isolated and connected pawns ,
pin, mobility, center, shelter, good bishop, queen side majority etc.
He restrict ourselves here to simple static concepts, there are no
concepts wh i ch involve dynamic search, succession of states or which
refer to the state of the interpreter (no concepts of overloading,
desperado, encirclement, Zugzwang, initiative etc) though it is possible
to have overloaning as a predicate, encirclement as an action or plan
etc. It is assumed above that critical squares, breakthrough squares,
shelters etc, can be determined in a static manner, though in general
they may be dynamic.
Concepts are used in predicates and $oals.

3. Predicates

Predicates are POP-2 functions defining partial functions from states
to truth-values. This .is an extension of the early notion of a predicate
as a partial function from situations to truth-values used in (Ean,1972)
Examples: -

(a) mate, stalemate, check, can-advance, can-capture, etc;
(b) those associated with concepts directly: has-critical-square,

is-blockaded, etc;
(c) those associated wi t.hpatterns: match (pattern);
(d) those referring to the state of the Lnt.erpr-eter r has-no-plan,

has-occurred-before, ete;
(e) the most important predicates are those connected with lookahead

searches, they make recursive calls to the program's body of
knowledge, eg: the predicate: 'starting with this situation,
removing the following pieces, using all the chess+knowLedge that
I have, applying the f oLlowi.ng action, white Hill win ". 1Vith the
exception of the action try (below), this is also the only place
where (full or partial, forward or backward) lookahead searches
can occur.

4. Actions (or action-schemes)

Partial unary operations on situations or states are called actions.
Actions can be POP-2 functions or represented as a network in the
same way as the who l.emove finding routine. They may be primitive
(eg actions corresponding to moves, dummy operations, update wh i te-
list etc); or built-up from predicates and primitive actions oy
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conditionals (eg support, approach, letpass etc).
Associated to patterns , there are ac t iorsof the form: try (pattern, x ) ,
wh ich mcans: trv. to reach (usually b ackwa rd search) the pattern in at
mosL x moves, i~ x=o the pattern must contain a suggestion on what is
t.obe done.

5. Goals

Guals are defined by (Newell and Simon, 1972, p 807) by the character
istics:-

(i) 'a goal carries a test to determine when some state of affairs
has been attained';

(ii) 'a goal is capable of controlling behaviour under appropriate
conditions. The control takes the form of evoking patterns of
behaviour that have a rational relation to the goal - ie methods
for attaining the goal'.

The goals we have at present satisfy the first characteristic and the
second to some extent. They are related directly to concepts, eg:
for black LLoukade (there are di Lfe rent; strengths of blockades),

mobility of the bishop;
for white nu m.mi.z e distance (whi te king, pawn);

minimize distance (whi te king, bishop) etc.

The set of goals, also call d feature vector, is only'partiaily ordered,
it is used for preliminary elimination of moves in a breadth-first
search up to depth one. A goal in itself does not propose actions (that
is why it does not quite satisfy the second characteristic), but usecJ
within an action routine it does control the choice of actions to 'be
taken.

At present there are no mechanics for activating/de-activating and
weightings of goals.

6. Patterns

There is a stock of important didactic patterns that must be recog-nised
quickly by th~ program. These patterns may be geometric or defined by
more general praslicates. They mayor may not have actions associated
to them, and are used as an action: try (pattern , x) or as predicate:
match (pattern).

The stock of patterns is considered fixed;' non-permanent patterns
created during analysis are not allowed at present.

7. States

The state of the interpreter is given by a stack of situations used to
keep track of recursion, and an environment in the form of an analysis
tree. The stack is hidden and never referred to by the user.
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8. Analvsis-trccs

This is the tree of moves considered in the an3lysis. Attached to its
no dc s we have a '"illite-list (list of good moves for wh i te) , a black-list
(.list of goodrnove s for black), and the value (win, lose or dr aw) of
the situation cor r espond ing to the node (if known ) , The whi t.e and
black lists serve f or c-ommunication between blanches of the analysis
tree, a good killing move in on~ branch is often good in other branches
as well (compare McCart~y's killer list, (De brODt, 1965, p 395».
The analysis-tree is the most dynamic part of t.hc interpreter, it is
grown and prtined most of the time.

9. Plans

At present there are only concrete plans extracted from the analY5is
trees by p r uning the insignificant branches. These plans are used to
anticipate the opponent's move.

Use of abstract (containing action- schemes rather than the actual
moves) plans (eg breakthrough, distribution of effort between king
and bishop) during the analysis itself are being considered.

10. NetvlOrk

As mentioned earlier, the interpreter is directed by a network
representing the program's chess know Ledge , Its nodes are records
consisting of a predicate, action 1, LLINK, action 2 and PLINK, where
LLINK and RLINK are pointers to other nodes. A node implies an
instruction; if the predicate is true, do actioD I then follow LLn~K,
else perform action 2 and f oI l ow RLINK. Example of a node (omitting
links): 'in case of tHO connected pawns , whe r e they are abreast, if
He decide to push, advance the pawn wh i.ch is not on the same colour
as the bishop' (Fine). .

LOCAL REFERENCE

[1.1 Kotov A. Think like a grandmaster, Batsford 1972.
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by

R Halik 107 North End Road
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"There is nothing more difficult to take in
hand, more perilous to conduct, or more un
certain in its success, than to take the lead
in the introduction of a new order of things."

- MACHIAVELLI

•
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Editor's Note -

Rex Nalik is a writer who specialises in the sys
tems,and computer sciences. He is also Senior
Research Associate and technical author with
Professor Gordon Pask and System Research Limited •

•
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This report is the speech I would have given had I not chosen to cut
it short and lead a discussion! It is nowher e near as abrasive as my
remarks at the conference, and of course being r ewrit ten , added to,
and amended to after the event probably puts my remarks into a more
coherent, not to say more elegant context. I do not now, as I had
to at the conference: wor ry about the problem of stepping out from
behind the typewriter and facing an experienced audience without the
sh e I ter of edi tors, cold print or the unanswcr abl,e at-this-time
microphone.

I must once again state that having spent a day lis tening to the
speakers and the various points of view put f orwar d , I was struck
(w i th respect to my f e l l ow speakers) with the 1m,1 level of the
discussion. I had better qualify uhat I mean by this immediately.
It seems to me that ten years ago, even five years ago, the conference
would have been generally discussing problems at and beyond the front
end of 'art'. But in the context of today, much of the discussion
was out of date, mid concerned wi th subj ect matter which I would have
expected an audience with' the degree of expertise present to already
have been familiar with; even bored with.

Against this, one must set the argument basically raised by Alex Bell
that the conference was intended to bring together people, many of
whom had never met, 'in the hope that from it something useful would
spring, contacts would be made, and the place of computer chess
in the scheme of things would perhaps be more closely defined. Given
that the people had not been brought together before, any starting point
must be useful; it gives some indication of what people know, as well
as what; they do not know.

Hy observations on the meeting come into three groups. First, the
general atmosphere. It seems to me that the general interest level
displayed was quite high and on the r igh t lines. I have sat as an
in.terested spectator writer on the sidelines of attempts to play
computer chess for many years, and what I.found striking was that
(w.i t.h what I woul d call first generation I tec.hnical' knowl edge ) the
audience should display second generation attitudes and be concerned
wi. th second generation pr oblcms. The concern seemed to be w.ith making
computers play 'people' chess, not machine to machine chess. Though it
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woul d no doubt r be of general interest if one computer chess program
played \·]c11 against another, the focus ,..•as on chess as a human activity
and HiJ.3t stems from it. True, there \-1i11 no doubt be some quiet
jollification when and if a chess pr og r am does bent a Grand Haster,
i-t is only to. be expected, but this seemed a peripheral and non-central
matter. And this is an improvement, indeed if I am right' and this holds
across the field it denotes a major departure from historic pre-occupations.
One thinks of John von Neumann and his famous predictions, goes back to
Babbage ; indeed it is possible to go back beyond even this, though as
someone who h3S been involved in research into the history of computing,
Lnc'Lud.Lngmere idle spe cul at i.on, I can find f ew traces before this whi ch
are not of the Golem or Delphic oracle variety.

Second, and also peripheral to the mee t ing , whi ch in some ivays I find
unfortunate, the question what we should now do together Has not
answered at all satisfactorily. It may be that people wish to continue
quite independently of each other, 're-inventing the whce l ' to quote
the meeting's most popular cliche. Sixty people goes a long way to
dispel this. I do not believe that this was the w i sh of the meeting,
rather that it was due to the fact tbDt the question was never put in
a \-lay whi ch it found attractive. But certainly a case was being made
almos t throughout for some organisation whi ch would encompass those
who play ches s and are interested in attempts to play it by computer;
those computer scientists who find the chess problem one of interest
in that it provides professional intellectual satisfaction, and those
who regard the chess computer. problem as a suitable test-bed wi th
which to test out deeper ideas about how we ourselves approach
problems. This grouping of interests does not obviously fit into a
computer professionals' society, a chess club or congress, or indeed
the 'artifical intelligence' chapter.

It may he that those interested are going to have to sit down
together to work out to/hat to do. That could vary wi.del y , but it is
quite apparent to me that one thing that needs to be done (and .whi.ch
the SHe might someho1 or otber usefully undertake) would be to provide
something a little more comprehensive than a bibliography which could
and should be made ava i lable at leas t as a beginning to the
participants. The situation must not occur again that many of those
wi th a serious interest in the subject, wbat eve r their motives, should
find themselves in a position where their basic knowLedge is such that
effectively they s t i-I l think in terms of the horse and buggy, though
SODle others in the same meeting are already work ing with jet propulsion.
Yet both can find much of to/hat they want to know in the available
literature - if they knew where to look.

The starting 'point for my third set of comments arises from the
remarks made both by Alex Bell and Peter Kent. The first exhibited
general dissatisfaction wit h the level of chess knowl edge displayed
by the programmers and the chess knowl cdge obtained from players,
saying in effect' if the chess exper t s could tell us what; to do, we
should do it'. The second dur ing his pre sent at ion remarked not onlY
that mini rnax is dead, though it could be inferred that many people
had not realised it yet, but that often chess programs made the right
moves for the wrong reasons: they might play legal chess, they did
not play anything resembling gaud human chess. This was further
discussed by Dr Tan, notably his unchallengeable (and unchallenged

i
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which itself is interestinG) comment that the Shannon/Turing framework
is inadequ~te, and that we now need to look for a new one, a search
in whi ch he and some others are and have for some time been taking
part.

It is not my wi sh to quote extensively in a report which also
contains the original "pape r s , However it does seem to me to be worth
pointing out that the' .emarks concerned with "wh cre do 'Y,Tego from
here' fall into two groups. One group is obv i.ouv l y that of 'chess
as played by humans' and what we can learn abo: ~ how people behave
and operate in the context of the world of the chess board, this is
also the concern of the field of congnitive studies, including
computerised artificial intelligence. Thus Atkin's paper here I
consider as of considerable importance; indeed his theory really
ought to be tested using not only past games, but also techniques
arising out of pattern recognition. One can foresee also some
experiments which arise from the notion of over optimism/pessimism
in relation to the real strength of the positioned pieces, and its
effect on the actual game. That this as a general proposition is true,
is obvious; vha t is not obvious is the elaboration or all the extensions,
but cert~inly there is almost bound to be a cbnnection between this and
and the middle aged syndrome, and what; that connection is might be both
fun and instructive to discover. And for the middle aged syndromG,
read also a large number of other problems concerned wi th operations
in the wi.der outside wor Ld,

The point I am making is that a study of the wor l d of chess using
computers and computer generated techniques might nOH turn out to be
of some very practical importance in o•..her spheres, and should not be
left in the generally bemoaned - at least this seemed to me to be
the feeling - situation that the work has generally been done in spare
time with minimal machine time available. Thus·1 should like to see
for instance much more intensive work on the De Groot conclusion that
Alan Bond di s cus sed ; that perception in the case of a Grand Nas ter
is almost hard wired. I am well aware that as a general pr opos i.ton
this can be tested elsewhere, but testing it in this field se errs to
present some interesting advantages, not least in that the world of
chess has boundaries which can be sharply delineated.

The second part of this third grouping is concerned with the
'mechanics' of the second generation of chess programs. He are now
at the level of i Spy rather than computer chess as it has been
hitherbo understood, and I Spy is more difficult. And if it is to
be properly tackled, then obviously t.he machine and t ime requirements
go up and we need to exami ne techniques, whether fashionable or not ~
which have not seriously been looked at in this field in this country
before. Thus we do need to have programs which are more dynamic, which
alter as the game progresses. \Je need not only good threat value
tables, might I suggest t.,te also need dynamic threat value tables
t.Jhich adjust according to not just the potentiality of the player
across t.he board but also the actuality. Put in this ~vay of course
this is asking for a lot, and there may in f act be other w ays of
solving the problem, even so it does seem to me at this time to be
something wor th thinking' about if not f ol Lowi.ng up.

He are stopped by the inability of programs to generalise, and not
only \-111enthey come on an I amazing fact I, by the l ack of libraries,
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and by the inabili ty of the sys tcms as yet to take a El nopt i c view
of the board. And as waS alsQ pointed out, hardly anyone is as yet
trying to solve t.hc pr obLern proper 'by searching backwards and Eorwards ,
'the way that a Grand Has ter r.li~ht operate'.

To end, I would say tha t the conference Has immensely wor thwhiLe,
It seemed to me to indicate that though it might not havo suspected its
own existence, there was now a community pr sent. And the creation of
that is a lways the £i 1'5 t step in. getting something done ,and moving in
any field. As for the snc and its involvemellt? Hell those in the field
are in there mostly in their own time~ out of interest if not love.
This is not a situation so rare th ••t it can be overlooked~
par t icul ar ly when the problems encountered and the possible solutions
might tell us so much about ourselves. It ought to be encouraged, and
the first thing might wel I he more pr ogr ammiug and more computer time
during official hours . Certainly i t i.s as useful as, if not more than,
much of the computing which seems to clutter up the publicly provided
systems the country has available.
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DESCRIPTORINDEX

(* = recommended)

Overvie,.;rs and Surveys

(Hewell 72)*, (Hichie 66), (Hewell 59), (Slagle 71), (Bell 72),
(Hittman 73)

Report of Experience 'vi th Program

(Berliner 70) *

Hinimaxing

(Slagle (9)
(Gillogly 72)

a-(3 Pruning

Description
Functional description
Theoretical bound
Dynamic ordering

(Newell 59)
(Edwards 63)
(Slagle 69)'':
(Slagle 69)

Dead Position

(Strachey 59)
(Good 65)
(Greenblatt 67)
(Berliner 70)

Plausible Hove Gener;.! ors

(Bernstein 58), (Newell 59), (Newell 72), (Greenblatt 67)
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Data Structures for Chess

Newell and Prasad
Greenblatt
Scott
General

(Newell 63), (Baylor 66)
(Cer f 69)
(Scott 69)
(Williams 65)

Ordering by Shallow Search

(Samuel 67), (Scott 69)

Goal Seeking

(Newell 72), {Baylor 66)

Using the 'No Hove! Hove

(Baylor 66)*

Particular Chess Prof-rams

Bernstein
Ne~vell
Kotok
Greenblatt
Scott
Gillogly
Berliner
Slate and Atkin
Adelson-Velsky
Zobrist-Carlson
Kozdrowicki-Cooper

(Bernstein 58)
(Nevlell 55), (Newel.L 59), (Newell 72)
(Kotok 62)
(Greenblatt 67), (Cer£ 69)
(Scott 69)
(Gillogly 72)
(Berliner 70)
(Slate '70)
(Adelson 66)
(Zobris t 73)
(Coko 73)

(Bell 70)

A Legal Move Generator 1n Algol 60

Endgame Players

(Baylor 65,66), (Hubermann 68)
(Tan 72)

Sur,gcsted Chess Programs
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Formal Approaches
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Topolor,ical Approach

(Atkin 72)
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(Thorp 64)
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(Foster 66)
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Hare and Hounds
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Psychology of Chess

Perception
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Psychology of Other Games

Halma
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